
Indicator/Turn Signals Schematics 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
Mk1     Mk2 and later     Tell-tales      

Mk1 

  
Mk2 and later 
(for cars without hazard flashers the Green goes direct from fuse box to indicator flasher) 

  

1977 and later models i.e. with an ignition relay have several different methods of fusing the green circuit, see Ignition Schematics.  

Note: UK Mk2 schematics indicate there is a local earth for each tell-tale from their physical mountings and so only one wire to the bulb holder. My 73 
(and I suspect all tin-dash cars) is like that. Padded-dash and all RBs and V8s have a second wire providing an earth as they are mounted on plastic 
panels.  

Tell-tales: Mk1 cars use a bulb holder with two connections as the bulbs are connected between the indicator switch and a special terminal on the indicator 
flasher. Mk2 tin dash, CB, not V8 use a standard one-wire instrument light bulb holder (as here) pushed into a metal bracket, picking up an earth from its 
physical mounting. In front of both types there is a brown 'cardboard' tube that concentrates the light onto the back of the green 'lens' behind the arrow-shaped 
cut-out in the dash panel. There is a wider black tube at the end of the brown one, the green disc is not visible, encompassed by the black tube. The screws 
securing the bracket to the dash are behind the plastic moulding round the speedo and tach:  
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Image from Moss catalogue showing the combined bracket AHH6275 (51, central hole is for the rheostat), 'cardboard' tube AHH6333 (52), green 'lens' 
AHH6334 (53, the only part shown in the Leyland Parts Catalogue), and 'shield' AHH6332 (54) with a flared end:  

  

This from Andy Jennings shows everything except the green 'lens' disc, including the black shield with the flared end.  
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My 73 has a straight black tube - without the flare - at the dash end of each of the brown tubes. When I removed my dash 30 years ago I distinctly remember 
the lens being stuck to the back of the dash with a bit of sticky tape, that was way past its dump-by date. I may have glued them back in as there is no tape 
visible, but it begs the question as to why the tape was there. One would imagine that the tube and shield support the lens in some way, keeping it pressed 
against the cut-out in the dash. But that doesn't seem to be the case with mine as sometime in the last 30 years one of my lenses has moved a bit and there is 
light showing at one edge. That can stay until the dash has to come out for other reasons, although it might be possible to get the bracket etc. out just by 
removing the tach and speedo ... and rheostat ...  

Another view of a CB car, tach removed:  

  

Padded dash, all V8, RB 4-cylinder - lens carrier BHA5124 pushes into the front of the binnacle panel:  

  

As originally fitted they are held in place with retaining washer BHA5125 which makes them difficult to remove with the dash in-situ, however the bulb and 
bulb-holder (13H1925 bayonet, 13H1926 push-in) just push in to the lens carrier:  
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The original arrangement is NLA, current replacements don't have the arrow. At least two types - SPB355 on the left, AAU4824 on the right being closer to 
the original:  

  

You can prize the bulb holder out of the back to replace the bulb and keep the original appearance. These bulb holders have two connections as they are 
mounted in a plastic panel hence need a wired earth: (Datch.fr)  

  

Ignition and main-beam tell-tales are basically the same.  

Hazard Warning Schematics 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note: Although UK Mk2 schematics indicate there is a local earth for each tell-tale from their physical mountings, like the front and 
rear light clusters, American spec always show a wired earth, and this seems to be the case for UK spec as well. 

Hazard warning repeater (light-green/purple) on North American cars only, although this may have been deleted for the 1977 model 
year on.  

For the 1977 model year on the switch was illuminated when the lights were on.  

Flasher Internals 

Indicators/Turn signals   Hazard flashers  

Indicators/Turn signals 
Early 3-pin FL5 flasher unit on the left, later 2-pin 8FL unit on the right. Note that there are at least two versions of the 3-pin type. The 
third spade is used to light the dash tell-tale(s) in both cases, but it differs according to whether you have the twin tell-tales as on MGBs, or 
a single tell-tale as on some Triumphs. With the MGB version the 3rd spade is outputting 12v when the flashers are switched off, and so 
needs the indicator switch with additional contacts to light the appropriate side, and only when the switch is operated. On this version the 
tell-tale flashes in anti-phase to the corners of the car. On Triumphs with the single tell-tale the 3rd spade is only powered when the flasher 
unit has clicked to light the corners of the car. With an MGB unit on a Triumph, the tell-tale is glowing all the time when the indicator 
switch is off. AFAIK the Triumph type will work OK on an MGB, but flashing in-phase instead of anti-phase:  

 

  Current stock 2-pin versions from the MGOC (right) seem to be twice the height as the original 8FL, but still fit the spring clip. As 
indicated on the current unit these are only capable of flashing two 21w watt bulbs (plus a 5W wing repeater on the later unit), i.e. they are 
indicator flasher units and not hazard flasher units. This one from the MGOC in May 2016 is definitely quieter than the original, but more 
importantly even though it ticks with the engine stopped which the old unit didn't, it is noticeably slower with the engine running than the 
old unit at 64 flashers per minute instead of 80 flashes per minute, barely above the MOT minimum of 60 flashes per minute. A second one 
from the same source was even slower at 56 fpm and so not even legal on my car:  
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Present-stock SFB115 from Lucas turns out to have hazard flasher internals! Three tried of different batch numbers and all the same. The 
first indication (ho ho) of problems is that when first turning on the indicators nothing happens ... for a second or so, which is what hazard 
flashers do. Indicator flashers should come on instantly and then after a short pause start flashing off-on-off-on. The second symptom is that 
if you remove a bulb the remaining bulb continues flashing at exactly the same rate, which is again what hazard flashers do. Contacted 
Lucas who said they would investigate, and heard nothing more:  

  

An NOS Lucas 8FL unit that comes up on eBay from time to time and gave a faster and more consistent flash rate:  

  

Guts of the 2-pin indicator unit with main features labelled:  
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Showing the contacts, which would normally be closed on a working unit (this is a failed unit). There is a very low resistance path from the 
battery through the thin strip and closed contact in series with the indicator bulbs, so the bulbs light immediately the indicator switch is 
operated. The current through the thin strip heats it, it expands, and allows the spring-steel plate to take up its normal set. This opens the 
contact, which cuts off current flow through the lamps and the thin strip. The thin strip cools, contracts, and pulls the spring-steel plate back 
onto the fixed contact again, and the unit starts clicking 'off-on-off-on'. This type of unit is very susceptible to current flow. With one 
indicator bulb failed the current is halved, ditto the heating effect, and so the contact fails to open. But this gives a clear indication of a 
problem and easy diagnosis (at least of which corner the problem lies) since the working lamp remains glowing. However it is so sensitive 
to current that it doesn't take much of a drop in voltage (i.e. lots of electrical things switched on) or current (i.e. a few slightly high 
resistance connections) for the unit to start flashing slower or not at all even though both corners are lit.  

  

This particular example had failed. When the case was removed it was apparent that the thin strip had broken such that the steel plate was 
no longer pulled back against its set, so the contact was open all the time.  
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  Hazard flashers: 
Original 9FL hazard flasher on the left, and a modern SFB130 replacement. The left one states the maximum current of 12 amps, which 
actually equates to 144 watts, which allows for six 21w bulbs i.e. car with wing repeaters plus say a trailer. The one on the right states '21W 
x 4' and '94W' i.e. four 21W bulbs plus two 5W wing repeaters i.e. a car only.  

 

Lucas hazard flasher showing the heating element running diagonally across the bi-metallic strip with additional resistance wire wrapped 
round the element.  
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Showing the normally-open contacts. Because hazard flashers are designed to flash at a relatively constant rate, no matter how many bulbs 
are left working after say an accident, and with falling battery voltage from being left flashing for a long time, they are designed differently 
to indicator flashers. The heating element is connected across the open contacts and is operated by the 12v supply, is too high a resistance 
to make the lamps glow, and the current through it barely alters regardless of how many bulbs are connected - as long as at least one is 
working. When the element has heated the bimetallic strip the contact pings closed which shorts out the heating element and lights the 
lamps. With the heating element shorted out it starts cooling down, the contacts ping open which turns off the lamps and connects 12v to 
the heating element again to repeat the process, and the unit starts clicking 'on-off-on-off'.  

 

Adding Hazard Flashers 

A suitable position on the centre console  
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I prefer the pukka switches ...  
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... but they have round pins instead of flat spades  

  

One of the multi-way sockets from an old 1980 harness has the right spacing when cut into a block of four and a block of two  
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Pins pushed out of the blocks ...  

  

... a 2mm drill ...  

  

... opens up the crimps ...  
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... and the old insulation and copper strands removed.  

  

Blocks and pins ready for wires ...  

  

... wire soldered over the inner conductor crimp ...  

  

... and the outer crimp closed over the insulation.  
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After all that I found this from Autosparks which looks like it should fit, although subsequently heard of the same thing from Holden which 
is cheaper.  

  

Connectors added to the other ends of the wires as required ...  

  

... and taped with harness wrap.  
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The new sub-harness is fed through ...  

  

... and the switch attached.  

  

Power supply with in-line fuse for hazard flasher  
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Optional clip to mount the flasher unit on the bulkhead beside the indicator flasher (image from Brown & Gammons)  

  

Connect up, turn on ...  

  

... and Bee has hazard flashers.  
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Louder Indicator Sounder  

 

  

If you use piggy-back spade connectors on the wires from the buzzer you can connect and remove it simply by unplugging spades, no 
cutting or soldering of wires.  

  

Indicator/Turn Switch  

Switch from 62-68 for RHD and North American Mk1. Note that this type of column inner slides freely in the tube and if removing and 
refitting or replacing the column as a whole you may have to adjust the position of the outer in its clamp brackets, i.e. slide it up or down 
relative to the inner, to get the indicator switch in the correct position relative to the cancelling peg, even though the switch position on the 
outer can be adjusted to some extent. The position of the inner is determined by the U-joint and rack.  
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Plastic bodied switch used for 1969 for RHD and Mk2 to 1969 for North America, having the horn-push on the stalk. (Leacy)  

  

Very similar used for 1970 until the 1977 model year, the only difference being that the purple/black horn wire is a 'flying lead' to be 
connected to the separate horn brush that bears on the slip ring on the back of the steering wheel. (Leacy)  

  

The RHD 77 and on indicator/dip/horn switch AAU4991, with provision to mount the wiper/OD switch AAU4992 (Leacy).  
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The following pictures show the detail of a switch from a 1973. Switch in the cancelled position showing the contact fingers clear of the 
contact rivets. The fingers are the 'common' contact with the light-green/brown wire coming from the flasher unit, the rivets are connected 
to the green/red and green/white wires going to the left and right respectively corners of the car.  

  

Switch turned to the right, stalk down and upper contact (when installed) closed. Also showing the cancelling fingers. When the switch is 
operated one of the cancelling fingers is moved closer to the column and the other further away. When the wheel is turned far enough from 
the straight-ahead a peg or cam on the steering column brushes under the finger lifting it and dropping it back with an audible click. When 
the wheel is turned back towards the straight-ahead position the peg or cam hits the tip of the finger pushing the switch back to the central 
position. In this position both fingers are clear of the peg or cam.  
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Switch turned to the left  

  

Clip partially removed showing the spring (with ball behind) that latches the switch in each of the three positions  
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Switch turned to the left just showing one of the two ridges and two of the three grooves that are part of the latching mechanism  

  

The connection of the common wire from the indicator flasher and the wires to the right and left sides  
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The rubber bumper prior to 1977 arrangement - the indicator switch clamps to the top of the column, and the wiper switch is screwed to the 
indicator switch bracket.  

  

Showing the early cancelling peg screwed into the column, also the horn slip-ring. If the peg is in the wrong place the steering has to be 
split at the column UJ and the relative positions of the two shafts adjusted, then the position of the wheel corrected on the column.  
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Later indicator/turn switch in the cancelled i.e. central position, wheel straight-ahead, which puts the cancelling cam between the cancelling 
fingers. Unlike the earlier peg this cam can be slid around the column (it's a tight fit, obviously)  

  

Indicator not operated, wheel turned to the left, cancelling cam under the cancelling finger but clear of it  
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Indicator operated to the left, wheel being turned left, the cancelling cam lifting the finger as it passes it  

  

Indicator operated to the left, wheel has been turned left past the cancelling finger, now being straightened-up again. The cam hits the end 
of the finger and pushes the switch back into the central position again.  
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On the 77 and on indicator/dip/horn switch there are no cancelling fingers being operated by a cam on the shaft, protrusions on the back of 
the steering wheel engage in cut-outs in the blue collar, that collar performing the cancelling function inside the switch. (Leacy).  

  

The corresponding wheel has protrusions that fit the cut-outs in the switch. I've not tried it but the implication is that unless there are two 
cams on the hidden side of the blue collar to cancel the switch, at opposite each other, then cancelling could need a 3/4 turn of the wheel as 
when the earlier cams are facing away from the switch in the straight-ahead position, instead of a 1/4 turn when they are facing the switch.  
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An example of an after-market wheel boss. In this case it has two holes that I can utilise for a linking piece that will also engage with the 
cut-outs in the switch cancelling collar. Another possibility is to use a rod in a through-hole (arrowed), and see if that engages with the slots 
in the switch.  

  

The metal linking piece that will engage with the two holes in the steering wheel boss and the two cut-outs in the switch cancelling collar.  
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The linking piece slid over the steering shaft and engaged with the slots in the switch cancelling collar. In fact it was easier to fit the linking 
piece to the steering wheel first, then carefully slide it on to the steering column.  

  

Barrie's 'gizmo' ... 
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... attached to his wheel. 

  

Lighter Socket 
Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note 1: 'Lighting Rheostat' is a simple on/off switch for North American spec Mk2 until 1970, when it changes back to a rheostat.  

Note 2: A wired earth is needed where the lighter socket is in the plastic centre console on North American Mk2 and 1972 models for other 
markets. It may not be needed when dealer fitted to a bracket screwed to the metal dash, for example.  

Rear Light Cluster  

Rear light clusters can suffer from bad earth connections in three places. If only the dual filament circuits are affected then the problem is 
most likely between the bulb and the holder. Arrowed is the blob of solder at the top of the bulb base which can be used as a test point. If 
you see anything more than 0v here with the bulbs powered then there is a bad earth:  

  

If, with the bulbs powered but not working as they should, you have an earth at point 'A' (test against a known good 12v source) then a bad 
connection between bulb and holder is the likely cause. However if point A shows any voltage, then the problem is more likely to be where 
the light unit is attached to the wing, but that should be affecting both bulbs i.e. all three filaments. This would show up as a voltage 
anywhere on the base of the light-unit 'B' and the ends of the fixing screws. I have heard of voltage being seen at A, but not at B, only the 
dual filament bulb was affected, and this was caused by a bad connection between the bulb holder and the base of the light unit. About the 
only thing you can do about that is solder a wire to A and terminate it under a nut on one of the fixing studs, on top of the standard 'nut':  

  

The special pressed 'nut' BHA4242 that has spikes (arrowed, three on each) to make electrical connection to the wing. Now NLA, replaced 
typically by conventional nut NH911011 plus star washer:  
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Oddly, despite the spikes to cut though the paint (arrowed), there is a plastic washer on the back of the nut:  
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Later harness have the bullet clusters by the headlights, which should be relatively easy to reach between the radiator and the slam panel on 
cars other than V8s and 4-cylinder from 77 and later. For those the mesh grill has to be removed to reach back under the slam panel and 
access is still restricted.  

  

Main lights 
Head lights and parking lights Mk1 and Mk2 68 and 69    Parking lights 1970-on  

Head lights and parking lights Mk1 and Mk2 68 and 69  
Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Notes: 
1: Blue/white is main beam, blue/red is dipped beam. 
2: Parking lights were unfused on Mk I cars. 
3: Mk II cars for 68 and 69 had in-line 10A fuses for the parking lights (one for the front and one for the rear), fitted at the bullet connectors 
where the main and rear harnesses joined together. 
4: Dip-switch moved from floor to column stalk for North America in 1968. 
5: Mk1 cars had a map light available when the parking lights were on. Mk2 cars for 68 and 69 may have had a courtesy light operated 
from door switches as well as the map light. 

The separate front and rear fuses for the parking lights in 68 and 69:  

  

Parking lights 1970-on  

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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1: Headlamp and instrument light wiring is much the same as for earlier cars, except that the dip-switch has now moved to the column stalk 
for all markets. 
2: From 1970 the parking lights were fused from the main fuse box, one fuse for each side. 
2: 1970 (all) and 1971 (UK only) models may have had a courtesy light operated from the door switches as well as the map light and 
switch, now available all the time. After that all models had the courtesy light controlled from door switches only i.e. no map light. 
3: 1971 models on had boot (roadster) and load-space (GT) courtesy lights. 
4: Rubber bumper models (and North American 1974 models with the split rear bumper) have the number plate lights mounted on the 
number plate backing plate and wired earths back to the bullets for the reversing lights. 5. Rubber bumper cars had the front parking lights 
inside the headlights and used the same wired earth. The indicators are mounted in the bumper and also have a wired earth. With North 
American side-marker lights this means there are three lamp units needing an earth on each side, and with the main harness having two 
earth wires by the right-hand headlight (one from the earthing point the other to the left-hand headlight) means there are five earth wires to 
be connected together by the right-hand headlight. This may have used a 6-way bullet connector, or two 4-ways with a short connecting 
wire. 
6. 1977 and later models had switches and heater controls illuminated at night, together with the gauges, clock etc.  

LED Park/Stop Lights - a warning  

Although LED front parking lights probably will be brighter and whiter than the originals the stop/tail versions can be very variable. A pal 
fitted them front and rear a while ago but they have failed an MOT by being 'adversely affected by the operation of other lamps' (e.g. MOT 
Manual Section 4.2.3 Defect c. but applies to all lamps) aka 'Discoing'. When the indicators (incandescent in this case) were going one side 
there was a very clear effect on the front lights and the tail and the stop lights on the other side. Three effects - one was visible slight 
dimming of the tail or stop lights while the indicators were lit, but the other was a very apparent momentary additional dimming of the tail 
or stop light at the instant the indicator bulbs were powered. This momentary dimming was also apparent every time the fuel pump clicked, 
although that is less of an issue. But the biggest problem was that when the brighter brake lights were already lit, turning on the parking 
lights dimmed the brake down to tail light level, and if the tail lights were already on powering the brake lights did not increase the 
brightness at all - totally unfit for purpose. A second set of a different type from another source had didn't do that but had their own 
problems.  

This second set did not have the major defect of the stop lights not working when the tail lights were on, but to 'compensate' (I jest) for that 
they had their own major defect if you should happen to get a short-circuit on the stop-light wiring. This would blow the green circuit fuse 
as expected, but it also completely extinguishes the tail lights! Both these major defects are almost certainly due to the way the LEDs are 
wired inside the plug-in unit. LEDs need a resistor in series to limit the current and reduce the voltage down to the 2v that each element 
typically needs, and in both sets this has obviously been done in such a way - even though the two sets differed - to cause these unwanted 
interactions between stop and tail.  

But even when everything is working 'normally' the second set are not all they are cracked up to be regarding brightness. Neither tail nor 
stop are any brighter than tungsten, with stop noticeably dimmer in a side-by-side comparison with a tungsten bulb that is at least 26 years 
old. But the biggest difference is the greatly reduced radial output, as can be seen in the images. 

Other people have found that although some versions do have brighter tail lights than tungsten, the stops were much the same, which means 
there is less of a step change from tail to stop. I can remember this complaint from when I first started reading about LEDs in MGBs quite a 
few years ago now. As this makes the stop lights easier to miss unless a following driver is looking towards the back of the car, which has 
to be balanced with LEDs coming up to full brightness noticeably quicker than tungsten, although later MGBs with the pedal-operated 
brake light switch come on very significantly quicker (except when panic-braking) than hydraulic switches. With all the other problems, my 
pal refitted tungsten and gave the whole idea up as a bad job. See also these comments: Video 1, Video 2, Alfa forum and Land Rover 
forum legal opinion.  

September 2018: Another type mentioned on an MGOC forum uses radial white LEDs and what is described as a 'wide-angle high-power 
Cree' red LED pointing straight back. A comparison using a motorbike rear light does show a significant increase in brightness in 'tail' 
mode, but tested on an MGB the increase over incandescent was only slight. 'Stop' isn't shown on the site, and on an MGB was not as bright 
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as incandescent. They are described as lighting up the whole of the lens, but no matter how wide-angle an LED is it is never going to be as 
wide-angle as a dual-filament bulb. At £13 each I'll leave you to judge whether they are worth it or not.  

But back to the first set and the 'discoing'. The first thought was bad earths or other connections even though when incandescent bulbs were 
substituted these effects were barely noticeable - had it been bad connections incandescent bulbs should have been much worse as they are 
much more sensitive to even small amounts of unwanted resistance. Also some time later these lights were fitted to another car and had the 
same problems. Despite that, some time was spent measuring voltage and volt-drops through the ignition and lighting circuits. But 
comparing with my car with incandescent bulbs at the corners of the car there was nothing out of the ordinary, which confirmed the 
suspicion that it was nothing to do with bad connections. However I also noticed on my car that when I turned on any incandescent lights, 
or the fuel pump clicked, the LED DRLs also appeared to dim momentarily. This got me thinking, and I have come to the conclusion that 
although the very low current consumption of LEDs makes them relatively insensitive to resistance from bad connections, they are at least 
as sensitive to voltage changes as incandescents, and probably more so.  

Let me explain. A given resistance in series with an incandescent bulb on the one hand, and an LED on the other, is going to have a much 
greater visible effect on the light output from the incandescent than it is from the LED. This is because the higher current of the 
incandescent will cause more voltage to be 'lost' across the additional resistance than the low current of the LED will, therefore there is 
going to be significantly less voltage left for the incandescent than there is for the LED. But, if you reduce the voltage to both bulbs by the 
same amount, even a small amount, they both visibly dim.  

Secondly even the best of circuits, and especially our 40 year-old classics with the connector technology of the day, will have very small 
but finite resistances at each connection point throughout the circuit, each 'losing' it's own little bit of voltage. Where these are lost in parts 
of the circuit common to two or more bulbs, i.e. indicators and brake lights, turning the indicators on will slightly reduce the voltage going 
to the brake lights, and vice-versa, hence reducing the current flowing through them, hence reducing their brightness. This is why, with the 
original type of indicator flasher unit, your flashers probably slow down slightly when you apply the brakes. However this was not the 
cause of the problem.  

There is another significant difference between incandescent and LED lamps: Incandescent lamps have a filament that has to heat up when 
they are switched on, and the resistance of the filament varies very significantly between cold and hot, being very low when cold, and 
relatively high when hot. In the case of a pair of 21w bulbs as used for indicators and stop lights for example, they will draw about 3.5 amps 
when glowing, which implies a resistance of 3.4 ohms. However if you measure the resistance when cold you will see only a few tenths of 
an ohm. When 12v is first applied to these cold bulbs, they will try to draw 40 or more amps. You might think that would be enough to 
blow the fuse and you would be right - if that was the steady-state current. But just like bulbs, our fuses have to heat up and melt before 
they can blow. And as soon as any current starts flowing in the bulb filaments they heat up quicker than a fuse, so their resistance rapidly 
starts going up, which rapidly reduces the current through the fuse to its 'normal' level. But at the instant voltage is applied to the bulbs, the 
many various very small contact resistances all through the circuit mentioned above lose a significant amount of voltage going to those 
bulbs, both incandescents and LEDs. This drop in voltage affects everything else fed by that circuit, including tungsten bulbs and LEDs that 
are already lit. However whilst you will see a momentary flicker in the LEDs, you will not on a tungsten bulb as it takes time for it to 'cool 
down', and before it has done so enough to be visible the voltage has gone back up again. You will not see this voltage dip on a meter either 
as it is so brief - you need an oscilloscope. I do happen to have one - albeit very old and not of the highest quality, but even on that the dip 
in voltage is of the order of 4 volts or so for about 5 milli-seconds. By contrast LED bulbs take the same very low current when they are 
initially powered as subsequently. This means that turning on LED lamps doesn't produce a momentary current surge and consequent loss 
of voltage, and hence has no visible effect on other lamps - either incandescent or LED.  

There is a third difference between incandescent bulbs and LEDs: As explained above incandescent lamps have a filament that has to heat 
up when they are switched on, and that takes a visibly finite time. Likewise when they are turned off they have to cool down, and again that 
takes a visibly finite time. By contrast, LEDs are at full brightness the instant they are powered, and extinguish the instant power is 
disconnected. This difference is very easily seen on cars with an LED third brake light but incandescent stop lights, as the third light 
coming on quicker and going off quicker, even though both types are powered from the same switch. And this brings us to the main reason 
why said pal's car failed it's MOT.  

Because he was using incandescent indicator bulbs, but LED stop and tail, all the effects of the differences between the two types came into 
play. The momentary but very high current pulse when first powering the incandescent indicators each time they came on, and the resultant 
momentary but significant reduction in the supply voltage (3v in my tests), was clearly visible on the LED stop and tail lights. When 
incandescent bulbs are fitted all round, because the stop and tail filaments take a finite time to dim, this momentary voltage reduction (a few 
milli-seconds in my tests) is barely visible. You can see the same effect on incandescent lamps when cranking, as even though the voltage 
drop is less (typically from 12v to 10v with a good battery) the reduced voltage occurs for significantly longer each time a piston is rising 
on its compression stroke, long enough for an incandescent lamp to visibly dim. But that effect is, of course, not a problem in normal use.  

All this explains the very brief but significant dimming of the LED stop and tail lights (and DRLs) each time the indicators light up, but 
what about the visible dimming of the stop lights when the parking lights were turned on?  

If you look at incandescent stop and tail bulbs they actually brighten very slightly when you switch on the parking lights with the brake 
lights already illuminated, as you have an additional filament being powered and glowing, albeit only 5w in addition to the already glowing 
21w. If you look at a typical stop and tail LED unit and power first the tail contact, you may well find that all the LED elements light up - 
not perhaps what you might expect. Now take the power off the tail contact and apply it to the stop contact, and again you see all the 
elements light up, but this time brighter. That is deliberate as it results in the greatest illuminated surface area in each case, which gives 
better visibility than having one section illuminated for tails and another section for stops. It is achieved by having different resistors from 
each lamp contact to the LED elements - a higher value resistor giving the lower level of brightness for the tail lights compared to the stop 
lights. So now we have the situation that once the stop lights are powering all the LED elements brightly, when additionally powering the 
tail contact nothing should happen. And if you test the LED unit away from the car with a separate voltage supply, that is probably what 
you will see. So why do you see a difference when it is fitted to the car? Probably because quite a few other lamps are switched on with the 
parking lights, and taking current, and in the case of the car in question this included four 5w incandescent number plate lights. And why 
isn't this effect as visible on incandescent stop and tail lights? Probably because the additional filament being powered by the tail lights is 
masking the overall slight reduction in supply voltage caused by the additional load.  

And what about when the fuel pump causes a similar dimming? That just involves applying power to a solenoid, which doesn't have the 
cold inrush current of incandescent bulbs. In fact a solenoid (like an ignition coil) is effectively an inductance, and one of the properties of 
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an inductor is that it tends to oppose the current and delay its rise to a peak value i.e. the opposite of the inrush current in a cold bulb. 
However the solenoid on a pump measures about 2 ohms, giving a current of 6 amps at 12v, which is near double that of a pair of 
indicators. And looking at that on the scope although the duration of the reduction in voltage is quite a bit less than when the indicators are 
going, the voltage itself reduces by much more, at 6 or 7 volts, i.e. momentarily the 12v supply has dropped to 5 or 6v!  

If you had LED lamps everywhere - indicators, number plate lights, instruments as well as all four corners of the car you may well not see 
these effects (apart from the pump). But LED indicators have a significant safety issue in that they are incapable of letting you know that 
one, or even both, of the corners has failed, unlike conventional flashers and incandescent bulbs. Ironically these dimming and brightening 
effects could be 'designed out' of LED units, and 'failure warning' designed in, but it would increase the cost so is probably why it isn't 
done. As stated above all LEDs need a series resistor to operate off 12v, as each LED element has a limit of typically 2v. A series resistor is 
a cheap way of doing this, but as shown it does mean that any change in supply voltage causes the light output to change. But if a voltage 
regulator of, say 5v was fitted internally, together with a different resistor to reduce 5v to 2v instead of 12v to 2v, then the LED unit would 
be able to ignore these changes in the system voltage. As long as the supply voltage remained above 5v, the light output would remain 
constant. But as I say, there is a cost implication, and these days (for utility items anyway) price is everything.  

Interior Lights, and 'lights on' warning 

'Lights on' warning    LED Upgrades    Roadster boot light    GT Loadspace light  

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour  

Prior to 1971 the Workshop Manual shows North American cars having an optional courtesy light controlled by door switches and an 
integral manual switch, as well as a map light. But according to Clausager all North American Mk2 cars prior to 1971 had a map light on 
the centre console controlled by a rocker switch below the radio, not getting the courtesy light until the 1971 model year. The WSM also 
indicates the earth to the manual switch in that courtesy light as coming from its mechanical fixings, but being mounted on a plastic console 
it would have to be a wired earth.  

The standard circuit as used from 1971 (North America) or 1972 (elsewhere):  

  

Note: Haynes issue dated 2010 with coloured schematics has an error in the drawing of the courtesy light for 1973 cars, and later - they 
have reversed the 12v (purple) and earth (black) connections, putting 12v to the switch and earth to the bulb. Wired that way it wouldn't 
work at all from either the door switches or the manual switch, but if both are operated at the same it will blow the purple circuit fuse. 
Earlier versions e.g. my 1989 copy are drawn correctly.  

With 'lights on' warning buzzer:  

  

This has been redrawn and rewritten as the previous version still allowed for a drain. Only discovered when helping a pal look for a drain - 
found to be through the buzzer diode. I then looked at the circuit to compare his with how I thought it should be wired, and immediately 
realised the circuit was wrong, and had been for over 15 years! Hopefully right now ... unless anyone knows different.  

Diode 1 is essential to prevent a continual small drain from the courtesy light circuit, through the buzzer and to earth via the parking lights 
while the car is parked with the lights off. This option is provided by connecting the positive end of diode 1 into the spare hole of the 4-way 
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bullet connector that is behind the centre of the dash.  

Diode 2 can be added to prevent the passenger door and the manual switch on the courtesy light also sounding the buzzer. To avoid cutting 
wires this version can be provided by taking the drivers door switch wire out of the 4-way bullet connector behind the centre of the dash, 
and making up a 3-way tee with diode 1 and the buzzer to the parking light circuit; diode 2 to the 4-way bullet connector; and a wire via a 
new 2-way bullet connector to the drivers door switch wire.  

Diode polarity is shown for negative earth cars, reverse for positive earth..  

Diodes showing how the markings relate to the schematic symbol, i.e. the marked end (red blob, thick silver band) denotes the pointed end 
of the 'arrow' symbol, and the direction of the arrow indicates the direction of conventional current flow i.e. from +ve to -ve. Note the one 
on the left is a Lucas (yes, that Lucas) diode, the other is the type you are more likely to find these days:  

  

North American spec cars with Seat-belt Buzzer: 
In all cases add the relay with connections to the purple/pink and red/green circuits as shown. The relay simulates the key being left in when 
you open the door, i.e. sounds the buzzer, but from the lights being left on instead. The key-in function is unaffected, if either the lights are 
on or the key is in when the drivers door is opened, the buzzer will sound. 

1971-73 driver and passenger seat-belt warning system  

  

1973-75 driver and passenger seat-belt warning system with starter interlock, and 75-80 driver only systems.  
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LED upgrade  

From top to bottom an original 6w type; commonly available '5050'-type; less commonly available Cree type. There are several different 
lengths of festoon available (the 18w reverse light festoons are 44mm for example), whilst the holders can be 'adjusted' for a range of sizes 
opt for the standard 39mm.  

  

In the reversing lights for comparison - both sides taken in the same picture then edited together for convenience. Standard 18w festoons on 
both sides, despite the one on the left appearing brighter, possibly a newer bulb with less blackening inside the glass.  
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Standard 18w festoon on the left, noticeably brighter than the 6w on the right  

  

5050-type on the left, 6w festoon on the right - not obviously brighter, just whiter  
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Cree-type on the left - very much brighter than the 6w festoon on the right  

  

Finally Cree-type on the left - again very much brighter than the 5050-type on the right  
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More difficult to compare the three in the interior light fitting as I can only take one at a time - standard 6w festoon.  

  

5050-type - almost identical exposure as shown by the foot brace and floor mat patterning in the passenger footwell, hence equivalent 
brightness, albeit whiter of course.  
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Cree-type: Much less exposure, sharper contrast, much less detail in the passenger footwell, showing it is much brighter.  

  

Roadster boot light  

  

Standard light  
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'Eagle Eye' light  

  

The LED positioned in the cut-out for the latch release, on the right-hand side so as not to interfere with the release mechanism in either the 
locked or unlocked positions. Attached using a strip of plastic (from an offcut of square black guttering downpipe - very useful stuff) under 
one of the latch fixing screws. It could be attached using a screw or double-sided sticky pad to the underside of the latch, but I have my 
emergency boot release mechanism already there.  
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The cable is run down inside the reinforcing frame towards the right-hand hinge, then up into the cavity in the boot surround, to the switch 
and boot harness bullet connector for the switched earth and 12v supply respectively. A cable tie round the frame near the hinge keeps it in 
position. I've removed the existing boot light and its sub-harness making connection of the new light easier - just two bullets on the end of 
the cable - as it no longer serves a useful purpose, and the cover was always falling off anyway.  

  

GT loadspace light The original incandescent festoons can damage the cover (and that on the interior lights) through heat - the bright patch 
just above the switch is a hole in the cover (24G3389). Annoyingly although I have replaced the roadster boot light with an LED the 
undamaged cover from that will not fit the GT as even though the bases of both light units are flat, and the edges of the GT cover are also 
flat, the edges of the roadster cover are curved!  
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'A' are the fixing screws, the left-hand one (in this image, right-hand on the car) picks up the earth for the manual switch from the car body. 
'B' is the manual switch. 
'C' is the purple/white wire from the hatch switch. 
'D' is the purple 12v supply wire.  

  

Manual switch operated, simply touches the left-hand (in this image, right-hand on the car) bulb contact.  

  

The manual switch (arrowed), depressed by the tab on the hatch to turn the light off.  
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The 12v feeds to the load-space light (purple) and HRW (white/black) come off bullet connections by the right-hand light cluster and go up 
the C-post.  

  

Why a manual switch? Perhaps ... (from an original sales brochure). It should be noted that the only way someone of typical adult stature 
can sit in the back is if their head is craned forwards ... hence the magazine.  
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With new cover and an LED, it's the big increase in brightness that has reduced the exposure.  

  

Headlamp Connections  

Chrome bumper - sealed beam without pilot, item 7 (Moss Europe)  
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Rubber bumper to 76 - sealed beam with pilot part of headlamp connector, item 8 (Moss Europe)  

  

Combined headlamp connector and pilot (Matthew Bolt)  
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Headlamp with window (Matthew Bolt)  

  

Rubber bumper 77 on - H4 halogen bulb, pilot separate from headlamp connector, items 23A and 23B. Note: Halogen conversions are 
probably of this type. (Moss Europe)  
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Dip Switch  

The floor-mounted dip-switch used until 1970.  

  

From 1970 a column switch was used. This from a UK 1973 model, showing the switch in the 'main beam' position, 'dip' and 'flash' contacts 
both open.  

  

Showing the switch in the 'dip beam' position, 'main' and 'flash' contacts open.  
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Showing the switch in the 'flash' position, dipped beam contact still closed (but the spring contact pushed further than before), 'main' 
contact still open.  

  

Showing the switch in the 'dip beam' position with the contacts labelled as to which colour wire goes where.  
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A general view showing the plastic springs (and indicator/turn-signal auto-cancel fingers) on the switch body. The 'Dip'/'Main' snap-action 
spring gives the positive switching action between dip and main positions. The 'Flash' spring gives a positive return to 'Dip' from 'Flash'.  

  

Switch in the 'main beam' position, the flasher return spring clear of the switch body.  
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Switch in the 'dipped beam' position, the flasher return spring just touching the switch body.  

  

Switch in the 'flash' position, the flasher return and dip/main snap-action springs under tension.  
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Headlamp Flasher 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  
Note: Column-mounted dip-switch/headlamp flasher shown. For the earlier floor-mounted dip-switch the blue/white from the column 
flasher switch joins the rest of the circuit by the floor-mounted switch. 

Headlight Adjustment  

Starting to lever the ring forwards. You will have to start near the side, then gradually move the screwdriver down and round.  
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The spring-clip stuck on the rear edge of the ring  

  

How the clip should engage, and how it engages if left to its own devices. Even as it should be there is far too much engagement, making 
removal harder than it needs to be.  
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The spring clip, pulled downwards and forward once you have managed to get the ring off (left image), and where it needs to be to avoid 
getting jammed behind the lip on the rear of the ring.  

  

If it looks like the clip is going to jam in the ring then probably the best bet is to pull the bottom of the ruing far enough forward so that it 
clears the bottom of the bowl, then carefully lift the top of the ring over one of the two raised portions that are at the top of the bowl. You 
will probably need a broad-bladed screwdriver to do this.  

I have seen a recommendation to cut a section out of the lip at the bottom of the ring, slightly out of line with the spring when the ring is 
finally fitted. Then fit the ring so the cut-out goes over the spring, and rotate the ring into its final position. To remove rotate the ring so that 
the cut-out lines up with the spring, and it should pull forward more easily. However that involves cutting the ring, and the cut edge will 
rust, and my rings at least show no sign of rotating when fitted.  

Probably the easiest I have had to deal with involved a bowl with the screw fitting as used on Minis etc, where a large, round-head screw 
goes up through a hole in the bottom of the ring into the fitting. By careful fitting and adjustment of the screw before fitting the ring you 
can set it such that the ring just goes over the head of the screw and holds the ring so it isn't loose. Ironically a replacement bowl for Vee 
came with the screw fitting, and I swapped it for the old clip which fortunately (or maybe not) was sound.  

The various screws. The four fixing screws go through the wing and a thick reinforcing ring around the aperture. The three clamp screws 
hold the glass and reflector, or sealed beam unit, in the frame. The adjuster screws have slotted heads that engage in tabs in the frame, and 
the threads go through plastic nuts and into 'sockets' in the rubber sealing that protrude through the wing, the sockets keep dirt and moisture 
from getting onto the adjuster threads from behind the wing. The two raised sections that retain the top of the ring are arrowed.  
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The MOT Manual beam pattern for dipped beam:  

  

And main beam:  

  

The headlamp mounting/reinforcing ring (arrowed) spot-welded to the back of the main body of the wing. The notches in the main part of 
the wing line up with the four fixing holes and the two adjuster holes.  
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Not seemingly available from the usual MGB suspects, this classic Mini mounting ring part No. 14A6693 seems to be the same. (mini 
spares)  

  

Relays and Fuses for Uprated Headlamps 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note: The headlamp flasher, when provided, also powers the blue/white wire, either at bullets nearby the floor-mounted dip-switch, or 
internally to the switch on column-mounted dip-switches. 

Fuses circled on the left, relays on the right. The two fused relays on the right of the group of four are for other circuits.  

  

LED Headlights  

The large lump on the back of the LED, plus cable, plug and socket. Plus driver module on some versions.  
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Showing how the correct alignment is obtained by looking at the edges of the light compared to the lines on the glass. Also showing the 
'dead' area at the top, not present on halogen. LED on the left! Makes the pilot light look awful.  

 

Reflection, with another dead area at the top and just right of centre, which probably reduces dazzle to oncoming drivers.  
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In the final analysis even though they are visibly whiter to other road users I dispute that they are any better in terms of illuminating things 
for the driver, and with the dead area in the middle may even be worse. Basically it is only the colour temperature that has been changed.  

Daytime Running Lights  

This cheap pair despite nine LEDs each are just not bright enough, although they do give some additional visibility in shady conditions.  

  

Eagle Eyes boxed and mounted neatly outboard of the overrider between the two bumper-to-iron bolts. The curve of the bumper and the 
irons means the LEDs are angled outwards slightly so the viewing angle increases with distance.  
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Under the lower edge of the bumper, and back from its 'nose'.  

  

Plastic mounting strip secured under the centre two LEDs goes up between the bumper and the mounting iron, and over the top of the iron. 
With the bumper refitted this strip is clamped securely so needs no further attachment.  
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Positive side of the DRLs goes to the fused ignition supply, negative (via the blocking diode) to the right-hand parking light where the 
standard 2-way bullet is replaced by a 4-way.  

� With the ignition on and the parking lights off current flows from the ignition through the DRLs, the diode, the parking and gauge 
lights to earth. The very low current of the DRLs compared to incandescent parking lights means that the DRLs glow brightly and the 
parking lights do not glow at all.  

� With both ignition and parking lights on there is 12v both sides of the DRLs so they do not glow at all, and the parking lights are 
illuminated as normal.  

� With ignition off and parking lights on the blocking diode (1N4001 or 1N4002) prevents reverse voltage being applied to the DRLs.  

 

  

In bright sunlight there is plenty of twinkling from the brightwork ...  
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... dipped headlights add virtually nothing (yes, the headlight are on!)  

  

... and the DRLs don't add that much.  

  

But in lower light levels (no lights) ...  
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... headlights do add visibility ...  

  

... but nowhere near as much as the DRLs!  

  

Brake Lights 

Hydraulic switches   Relay   Mechanical conversion  

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note that late UK cars seem to have a subdivision of the green circuit with its own in-line 35 amp fuse supplied by the white/brown 
(ignition relay) circuit feeding things like heated rear window, indicators, heater fan and tach, which leaves the original green circuit fuse 
(2nd one up in the four-way fuse block) feeding things like reverse lights, stop lights, washers, wipers, and circuits associated with the seat 
belt warning lamp and time delay buzzer.  

Hydraulic Switches:  

  
The old switch diced and sliced. I had cut off the ring at the top of the 'nut' which is what looked like was holding the plastic bit in, but 
it still wouldn't come out. Only later could I see that I would have had to cut a ring around the nut level with the point where each flat 
joins to get below the 'peened over' part. 
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Surprising number of bits - rubber diaphragm in the bottom, then a metal disc with a pip on each side but a tin cover on the diaphragm 
side, then the plastic bit with the two contacts, a light spring holding the moving contact away from the fixed. Pressure on the 
diaphragm pushes the metal disc up against the moving contact, compressing the spring, and bringing the moving contact to the fixed, 
so completing the circuit. The design of this is such that as the moving contact is pressed against the fixed by the pip on the disc, it 
will flex, which imparts a rubbing action between the two contact surfaces, helping to keep them clean. Compare this with the simple 
'bridge' connection on modern switches below. 

  
Burnt and pitted contacts, hardly surprising it had failed, surprising it lasted so long! 

As far as fluid contamination goes although the rubber diaphragm is probably squeezed pretty tightly between the body of the switch 
and the plastic part forming a seal, maybe silicone can squeeze through that, and maybe modern switches don't compress the 
diaphragm as tightly anyway, and maybe the contact material is just poorer. But these (a very old switch much before my time 21 
years ago, and quite possibly original) look pretty flimsy anyway.  

The 'new' switch, showing the position of the cut to open it up:  
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A different internal construction, from left to right: The metal body, the rubber diaphragm, the contact disc (no tin cup), the plastic 
body containing the two contacts and two springs this time, and the cut-off part of the metal body. The contacts are visibly different, 
being simply the ends of the pushed-through spades bent over, as compared to the domed-head rivets used to attach the original 
spades and contacts. Whereas the original design was able to select a different, and more suitable material for the contact surfaces to 
the spades, the present design does not.  

  

Only slight burning of the disc and contact on this switch compared to the severe burning of the original, but obviously enough to 
significantly affect operation, almost certainly because there is no rubbing action between the contacts as on the originals.  
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The LMS switch: (September 2017) 

  

The same basic construction i.e. a disc pressed against the internal part of the spades, but with two possibly significant differences:  
� Instead of the ends of the spades being bent over, these are left straight. This could well mean that sharp edges are better able to 

cut through any burning.  
� The material of the spades and discs appears to be different. Instead of possibly soft alloy, these are more brass-like, so could be 

harder, which may well resist burning better in the first place.  
Note also the single central spring as in the original, rather than the two springs in the failed switch. 

October 2018: LMS now have their switches for sale at about £4 i.e. the same as the usual suspects, so I rather think they are the same 
poor quality inside.  

In an effort to compare hardness I was intending to see how the spades in the two sectioned switches resisted bending. However I 
couldn't find the one I did four years ago, so decided to use the replacement I got from MGOC which has been in Bee ever since - 
with a relay ... only to find it has riveted spades!  

  

Brake Light Relay 

Note this shows the use of a quenching diode across the relay contacts, but a Metal Oxide Varistor as used on the latest SU pumps is 
preferable as they are bidirectional so you don't have to worry about polarity, of either the component when connecting it, or which 
polarity vehicle it can be used on. 
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To make one yourself any automotive accessories relay should be suitable. You may be able to get 
one that includes the diode but this is not usual and you will have to add one. In both cases it is 
essential to get the diode connected the correct way round or you will blow the green circuit fuse, 
possible the diode, and almost certainly your new brake light switch. As shown it is correct for 
negative earth systems, the older positive earth systems will need to have it wired the other way 
round. The diode must oppose normal current flow in the circuit as the only time it conducts is in 
the presence of back EMF from the relay just as the brake light switch contacts open, and that 
current is in the reverse direction from normal. The diode 'shorts out' the back emf and prevents the 
brake light switch contacts from sparking and welding just as they open.  

Relays with diode protection are available off the shelf, see the 30 Amp Relay With Diode 72714 on this UK site, or the 50 Amp 
Sealed Automotive Relay With Diode R-50ASD on this North American site. These both have a single diode across the winding 
which protects against reverse voltage spikes, but there are other types around with a second diode in series with a winding terminal 
which protects against incorrect connection as well. The types linked above will protect whatever operates the relay, but you must be 

sure to connect the relay winding the correct way round or you will blow a fuse and/or the diode and/or the switch that is 

operating it. The series diode in the second type protects against reverse connection as well, if connected the wrong way round the 
relay simply won't operate. When installing the first type bridge the terminals on the brake light switch or the spade connections on 
the wiring before pressing the brake pedal (ignition on of course). If the lights operate without blowing the fuse then reconnecting the 
wiring to the switch and operating the pedal should be fine. If the fuse blows, the relay is wired the wrong way round, and you may 
have blown the internal diode. You can protect against that by wiring a 12v bulb in series with the relay winding when testing. If the 
bulb glows at full brightness the wiring is reversed, but won't blow the fuse or damage the relay. If the relay clicks and the brake lights 
come on, it is connected correctly.  

     

Brake light relays made to order for the MGB as well as other makes and models. Uses existing connection points i.e. no cutting of 
wires, and can be restored to original in moments if required. Just specify length of wiring from relay mounting point to switch 
position, and switch terminal type if they are other than conventional spades. Note: These now use varistors to protect the brake light 
switch contacts and so are suitable for either polarity, meaning positive earth cars can subsequently be converted to negative earth 
without changing the circuit. £10 each plus £4.00 (Second Class Signed-for 3 days or less) or £4.55 (First Class Signed-for) to the 
UK, other countries P&P on request. Payment by PayPal is preferred, to paul.hunt1@blueyonder.co.uk, or if you don't have a PayPal 
account yourself you can click this button and pay with your debit or credit card: 

   

Usually despatched within 24 hours of receipt of payment, installation instructions will be included but can also be found here.  
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If you mount the relay close to the switch you pick up the earth (A above) from its mounting, and if you use a piggy-back connector 
(B) to pick up the green circuit everything can easily be restored to normal very easily if required. But if you connect terminal 30 to 
the purple circuit at the fusebox instead of the green or via an in-line fuse to the brown, your brake lights will probably be slightly 
brighter and you will suffer less from the indicators slowing down when the brakes are applied.  

  
Relay installed, using a handy and unused earthing point nearby. The green/purple is removed from the switch and extended to one of 
the relay contacts (87, D above), that switch contact being connected to one side of the relay winding (85, C), and the other (86, A) 
taken to earth. There is a quenching varistor connected between these two points to protect the brake light switch contacts. I piggy-
backed the green on the hydraulic switch to extend 12v for the relay contact (30, B) to light the lamps, rather than a purple or fused 
brown which would probably give slightly brighter lamps. They will be brighter now than they were before ... or at least they were 
until the switch deteriorated further just a couple of days later - new switch now installed.  

Mechanical Conversion 

This is probably the best alternative as not only does it do away with the problem of the suspect switches altogether, but also allows 
the lights come on as soon as the pedal is moved just like the rubber bumper cars, instead of waiting until you have developed a 
certain amount of hydraulic pressure and hence slowing of the car. It does require a certain amount of ingenuity and 'engineering', you 
have to locate a suitable switch and manufacture a suitable bracket, as well as connect the wiring. On the face of it the RB switch 
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could be used, but it requires a thread to be screwed into for adjustment in a bracket, that bracket needs mounting somewhere, and its 
orientation will mean that the bigger the distance between the switch and the bracket mounting point the stronger the bracket has to be 
to avoid bending away from the pedal when the pedal is released. If it bends away, then as the pedal is operated it will bend forwards, 
delaying the point at which the switch closes to light the lamps, tending to defeat the object of the exercise. You could use the RB 
pedal cover but they are NLA, although you could get one from a breaker. You could also drill and weld a suitable nut to the existing 
cover, but positioning needs to be pretty precise in both vertical and horizontal planes. 

There is a handy stiffener bracket beside the brake pedal giving potential for mounting the switch, but I don't like drilling holes in my 
cars, and access would be tricky. I can visualise a bracket wrapping round that stiffener, clamping onto it somehow, but that seems a 
bit fiddly. Looking past that I espy the welded nuts for the bolts that attach the pedal-box to the heater shelf, and one is pretty-well in 
exactly the right place.  

  

Fitting a longer screw would allow me to attach a bracket using a nut and washers, but while looking at it I realise that the one I'm 
intending to use is bigger than the other five! Wondering if it is an oddity on the roadster I check the V8 and that is the same. The odd 
one is 5/16" UNF with a 1/2" head, the others are 1/4" with 7/16" heads. More info on that here.  

  

I have some thin strips of steel which are easy to bend into shape and produce a pattern, then use that on some thicker alloy, although 
quite difficult to get the U-shaped section right. Switch mounted above the bracket out of the way of feet.  
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I position the operative corner of the switch off the edge of the bracket, and also past the pedal arm so it is the end of the springy 
finger that contacts the pedal (arrowed) and not the switch itself, or the bracket. When the brake pedal is released it pushes on the 
springy finger in the direction of the arrow, which pushes the actuator on the side of the switch in to open the normally-closed contact 
and turn off the lights. When the brake pedal is operated it moves away from the springy finger, which allows the actuator to pop back 
out and close the normally closed contact to light the lights. Slot for adjustment purposes.  

  

Installed. Initially my thinking was that with the bracket being curled round the flange on the stiffener, it would resist any tendency to 
pivot away from the pedal which could result in the lights remaining on. Subsequently I realised that a simple 90-degree bend under 
the stiffener would still be well out of the way of feet in normal use, and by making the bend for the horizontal section that goes on 
the pedal-box screw a little less than 90 degrees, when tightening the nut the vertical part of the bracket would be pressed hard up 
against the side of the stiffener, having the same effect.  
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The easiest way to make a connection to the existing wiring is with piggy-back connectors on the ends of the new wires. These push 
onto the hydraulic switch in place of the existing harness female spades, then those go on the male part of the piggy-backs. This has 
two benefits - one is that the connections between the new and existing wiring is supported by the hydraulic switch - if you used 
simple male spades on the ends of the new wires the connection to the existing females would be flapping about and could come 
loose. The second benefit is that unless your hydraulic switch has already completely failed, it will be acting as a 'second string' to 
light the brake lights if the mechanical switch should fail. In normal use the mechanical switch will be carrying all the current, there 
will be no further deterioration of the hydraulic switch electrical contacts, and it will be ready to take over if needed. Periodic 
checking of the brake lights - as we all should be doing anyway - will soon reveal if the mechanical switch has stopped working as the 
pedal will need to be pushed further for them to come on.  

  

A typical switch (although this one doesn't have the springy finger, there are very many types) showing the connections. You will be 
using the COM (Common) and NC (Normally Closed) terminals, leaving the NO (Normally Open) unused. It doesn't matter which 
way round the wires connect to the switch as it is simply joining them together, but if you are interested in convention then the 12v 
supply would go to COM and the one for the brake lights would go to NC. Update: However Herb Adler has pointed out that wired 
that way round leaves 12v on the exposed and unused Normally Open terminal when the pedal is not depressed. If you reverse the 
wires and put 12v on the Normally Closed and the lights on COMmon then that is avoided, a view with which I can concur.  
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Brake-light Switches  

The original hydraulically operated switch screwed into a brake line junction  

  

The first mechanical switch arrangement used on rubber bumper RHD cars, and Mk2 North American spec.  
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The 75 and later North American spec (subsequently all LHD and then RHD) arrangement with the same switch but mounted behind the 
pedal box (RN Lewin). This arrangement was used as each market received dual-circuit brakes with servo, not until 1977 for RHD.  

  

The very short actuator pin (arrowed) on this switch means it has to be quite precisely located for correct operation. Not far enough in the 
lights are on all the time, too far in and it restricts the brake pedal return, which can cause the brakes to jam on as the fluid heats up and 
expands. There have been reports of replacement switches of this type pinging apart as the crimp of the body to the plastic insulator is 
inadequate.  
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After a flurry of posts about a mechanical conversion, and some pretty clunky ones, I came up with my own  

  

Pedal Box 

The pedal box on cars prior to the boosted dual circuit system: AHH6065 for Mk1 cars, AHH8421 for single-circuit Mk2 cars with an over-
size hole for the brake master and no lower reinforcing to accept the unboosted dual circuit master, although they were fitted to all cars until 
they gained the boosted dual circuit system. These also have the clutch master canted over a bit to clear the dual-circuit master reservoir 
cap, but that may be in the construction of the master itself and not the position of the holes in the box. This picture from Dave O'Neill - 
Mk1 on the left, Mk2 on the right:  

  

Item 15 'bush, pedal' AAA4129 is for both pedals (was NLA in October 2016, shown as available from several suppliers in January 2017). 
Item 6 'bearing tube' is the pivot bush AHH7201, again the same for both pedals. 11 is the two spacer washers PWZ206, and 10 the distance 
tube AHH6063 that fits between the two spacer washers. The pivot bolt bushes are slightly wider than the pedals, so that when the bolt and 
nut are tightened the two pivot bolt bushes, spacer washers and distance tube are clamped up between the sides of the pedal box, which 
leaves the pedals free to rotate on the pivot bolt bushes with minimal sideways movement and 'wobble': (Moss Europe)  

  

October 20918: However there is an oddity in the screws that attach the pedal box to the heater shelf. The Parts Catalogue doesn't explicitly 
identify these, but under item 8 - 'AHH 8421 (for example), Box - master cylinder there are six HZS405 (1/4" x 5/8" UNF, 7/16" head, item 
37 below), one HZS407 (1.4" x 7/8" UNF), seven PWZ104 (1/4" plain washers) and seven LWZ204 (1/4" spring washers). You could be 
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forgiven for thinking that the six HZS405 would be for the pedal box, but you are wrong. The middle one on the brake pedal side is actually 
5/16" x 5/8" UNF (1/2" head, item 38 below), which is listed next in the Parts Catalogue i.e. HZS505 together with 5/16" plain and spring 
washers. I discovered this on the roadster when looking underneath the shelf for an attachment point for an improved brake light switch, 
and noticed this welded nut is noticeably larger than the other five. Wondering if it was a one-off I checked the V8 and it is the same. The 
only thing I can think of is that they opted for a bigger screw beside the brake pedal, as there is going to be a lot more force applied to that 
pedal than the clutch pedal. Still odd they didn't do it both sides though. Along the way I discovered that one was not fitted to the V8, I 
must have tried to fit a 1/4", discovered it wouldn't, and somehow it got left. As I need to fit a longer one to the roadster for said brake light 
switch bracket, I transferred that one over. Initially I though I would have to remove the pedal cover, but there is just enough room between 
that and the wing flange to get a 3/8" drive socket and extension bar in.  

Incidentally the upper pedal box securing bolts (arrowed in red above and below) are a pig to remove as the bolts go through from the cabin 
side, and you have to go up behind the dash behind all the wiring to get at them. The inboard one is even worse as it has the steering 
column supports (later column as on Vee at least) below it as well. I got to the outboard one with two 3/8" drive wobble extensions, but the 
inboard could only be accessed with a ratchet-ring spanner. Initially I only had three very fine clicks of movement, which would have taken 
forever (even when loose I couldn't get my slim fingers to it) but by removing the relays and voltage stabiliser, and the indicator flasher and 
its clip, I got about 15 degrees of swing. Still took patience though.  

The pedal arrangement labelled with the item numbers in the above drawing, only the pedal (15) and pivot (6) bushes are hidden. With this 
arrangement everything except the pedal and its bush (for obvious reasons) should be clamped up tight:  

  

When gripping the distance tube 10 you should NOT be able to rotate it ...  
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... nor the spacer washers 11. If you can it's not clamped up as it should be. If clamping it prevents the pedals moving then either the pedal 
bush (15) is too wide or the pivot bush (6) is too narrow. If 10 and 11 are clamped up tight but the pedal still wobbles excessively then 
either or both of the pedal or pivot bushes are worn where they contact each other.  

  

The boosted dual-circuit pedal box: Item 13 'Bush, pedal' BHH1101 for both pedals, not available as of January 2017. Item 12 'Distance 
Tube' BHH1099 is the pivot bush and item and 11 'spacer' BHH1098 for the clutch pedal, neither are available. However the drawings are 
not to scale as will be seen in the photos below. The pivot bush is much wider than the pedal bush, and the spacer is short and fat and fits 
over the pivot bush with the pedal. Item 6 'Distance tube' BHH1097 is the pivot bush for the brake pedal and is available. Note that as the 
pedal bushes are the same item, two of the shorter brake pivot bushes could be used for the clutch pedal bush (one cut down to give the 
correct overall length). Items 5 and 7 are conventional washers and used under the bolt head and nut i.e. their thickness is not critical, unlike 
the spacer washers used in the earlier assembly: (Moss Europe)  

  

Showing the clutch pedal (at the top, brake pedal below) with spacer. What appears to be penny-washers under the pedal and above the 
spacer are reflections. The arrow indicates where the hole for the brake light switch must be on this pedal box, behind the brake pedal, 
which moves forwards (to the left in this image) and away from the switch as the pedal is operated.  
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Clutch pedal with the distance tube (pivot bolt bush) flush with the pedal on the left, protruding on the right. The spacer sits on the distance 
tube with the pedal. The bolt head has a spring-washer. These original bolts do have a plain section below the head, which current 
replacements may not have, and the distance tube is initially a sloppy fit on the threads. However the distance tube is slightly wider than the 
pedal plus the spacer, so once the bolt is tightened the distance tube is clamped between the sides of the box, so the clearance between it 
and the pivot bolt threads is irrelevant.  

  

The nut (arrowed) is welded to the box. Tightening the bolt clamps the distance tube (pivot bolt bush) into the box leaving the pedal and 
this spacer (note) free to rotate but with minimal sideways movement and 'wobble'.  
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The brake pedal pivot is even simpler. The distance tube is fractionally wider than the pedal and its bush, and is clamped into the box by the 
bolt and nut, leaving the pedal free to pivot with minimal sideways movement and 'wobble'. There should be a penny-washer under the bolt 
head as well as under the stiff-nut.  

  

Instrument Lighting 

Showing the recessed push-button in the knob of the rheostat (this square one is not from an MGB), and also the two nuts on the threaded 
portion of the rheostat body. The brass nut is there for aesthetic reasons to space the rheostat back from the panel so that the outer nut ends 
up flush with the end of the threaded section, and doesn't leave exposed threads:  
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Showing the push-button in the shaft, and the recessed face of the hexagon in the knob which must go over the push-button when refitting:  

  

The CB (except V8) bracing panel 'A' behind the rheostat and between the two main dials which prevents access to the back of the rheostat 
directly. The column switch cowl may also need to be removed to be able to withdraw the tach depending on the vertical positioning of the 
column. You may be able to reach the connections like this, but having got this far two more steps to remove the knob and rheostat locking 
ring and you should be able to get it out through the tach hole:  
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V8 and RB without the bracing panel, which together with the smaller main dials gives better access:  

  

Just by removing the knob, locking ring and wavy washer you should be able to withdraw it from the dash and bring it down far enough to 
access the connections:  
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General view of a rheostat (from a previous car) showing the two spades for each terminal in a 'U' shape:  

  

Internal view of the rheostat showing multiple printed circuit tracks of varying thickness and length, and heat damage at the bottom 'X' near 
the point of maximum current and brightness. The lowest wiper 'A' is feeding input current to the inner ring of track. The upper wiper 'B' - 
shown near the minimum brightness position - runs across a series of pads with tracks that loop to the adjacent pads. Each loop has a 
different length and resistance of track, the upper pads with long, thin tracks of relatively high resistance, getting shorter and thicker as you 
go round in an anti-clockwise direction, to end at the wider pad bottom right. When the upper wiper is on that wider pad the lamps are at 
maximum brightness:  
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Note that the ring, at top left just above the middle wiper, has two breaks leaving a pad 'C'. When the lower wiper is on this pad the lamps 
are extinguished. This is at the 'brightest' end on this rheostat, although some extinguish at the dim end. The short wipers in the middle 'D' 
act as a bridge between this section of PCB and the upper section which is on the back of the cover. This wiper feeds input current to that 
section of track, and the upper section of the top wiper 'E' feeds it to the output terminal. The direction of current flow is not important, I 
just use 'input' and 'output' for clarity.  

View of the rheostat back plate showing another track and the inscription '8 ohms'. This is a fixed resistance, and is in parallel with the 
variable section, taking some of the current to reduce the heat and risk of damage to the variable part. When the variable section suffers heat 
damage it's usually at the brighter end, where the wattage developed is highest, and the effect is usually that the rheostat does vary 
brightness, but at it's brightest it is not as bright as it should be. This means it's not obvious that it is faulty, unless you bypass it:  

  

All mine (two other cars as well as two MGBs all failed ) have been the above printed-circuit type but most people say theirs are wire-
wound. Less susceptible to burning out, may suffer from a poor connection between the wiper and the winding, but can be cleaned. The 
base on these is insulated either white ceramic as here or blue plastic, with visible windings through the ventilation slots, and the spade 
pairs are rotated through 90 degrees. This type are usually stiffer to rotate, and have a 'scratchy' sound and feel compared to the printed-
circuit type:  
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Inside of a fuel gauge case showing the 'duck-egg blue' paint, which tends to make the yellow light from a low-wattage incandescent bulb 
whiter:  

  

Using bright white LEDs can result in a bluish tinge to the light, which I don't find unpleasant. More info on LEDs here:  

  

Showing the back of the fuel gauge face-plate relative to the case which has the same blue colour on the back of the upper part (carrying the 
'SMITHS' and 'FUEL' markings) but matt white on the back of the main part, the lower half of which carries the graduations. The bulb is 
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situated at the bottom of the case and so mainly illuminates the white area of the face plate and the inside of the case. Light scatter then has 
to occur to get through the aperture at the top of the face-plate, which then has to scatter still further before it reaches the pointer and 
graduations:  

  

Horn Mounting  

  
Mixo horns at least are mirror-images 
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With the trumpet facing forwards and the spades uppermost ... 

  
... the curve of the trumpet is downwards (as indicated by the arrow), so anything that gets inside will lodge there. 
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This is what came out of just one of mine (not the tape measure, that's just to indicate the scale ...) 

  
They need to be mounted such that the curve of the trumpet is upwards (see arrows), which will resist water and debris getting stuck inside, 
even though this puts the spade connections at the bottom. This can be partly alleviated by angling the open end of the trumpet downwards 
to some extent, which will further help avoid muck getting inside. 
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This drawing from the 77 model year and later Leyland Parts Catalogue shows the spades on the opposite side to the trumpet, which means 
the trumpet has to be facing forwards (or backwards) or the spades foul the bracket. Clausager shows a 69 model (p63) with them pointing 
forwards like this. 

  
However both the Mixo horns on the roadster and the different make on the V8 here have the spades to one side which means they can be 
mounted so the trumpets face across the car and avoid the worst of the weather. Clausager shows a 72 model (p65) like this, but bear in 
mind the horns in his pictures may not be original, as mine aren't. 

For early cars with a sub-harness to connect the second horn you need the horn on the right-hand side of the car at least to have double-
spades on each terminal, like these original BHA4514 and BHA4515 horns from Leacy.  
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But if you have the later single-spade per terminal horns you can avoid mangling the harnesses by using a male-male-female spade adapter. 
Loads in America apparently, but I've not been able to find any in the UK, or even China (which is surely where they come from). I'm not 
paying the ludicrous postal charges that seem to be the norm from America, so looked at making some up. It occurred to me that I could use 
a piggy-back (one male and one female) and a male spade, back to back. Conveniently my piggy-backs have an second tube around the 
main crimp tube, and extending back from it, so with the insulation stripped off both the back of the male slots neatly into that. A copper 
nail that extends through both components, crimped, soldered and the whole thing heat-shrunk makes a neat job. 

  

Subsequently I came across these with Google. 6.3mm from several sources - UK, two in America, in side-by-side or back-to-back 
configuration, another here in side-by-side configuration, and one in Australia.  

  

Dash Lighting 

Factory, 77-on   LED strip-lights  
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Factory, 77-on. Showing two different types of switch, and damage to a third caused by heat from the bulb (Phil Townsend). Although the 
position of the bulb indicates that the damage is more likely to have come from the design on the left, and perhaps the middle switch is a 
redesign to overcome the problem, Phil reports that both types suffered damage, and he fitted LED replacements as here. However the 
design of the 'bulb' means that it doesn't make proper connection to the spring, as there is a hole in the spring, and instead of a largish blob 
of solder on the end of a typical incandescent bulb the LEDs centre contact is much smaller which doesn't make contact with the sides of 
the hole. In Phil's case these switches are illuminated with the parking lights, not to indicates that a switch has been operated. But Mike 
Carter with a 1980 LE says his only illuminate when they are turned on, not with the parking lights! The factory wiring diagrams clearly 
show night-time illumination wiring (white/red and black) going to all switches and the heater controls. I can imagine a shutter behind the 
rocker allowing more light to come out with the rocker down i.e. switched on than up, but I can't imagine being able to see it at all in 
daylight.  

  

LED strip-lights  

  

Cut at the copper strips, three elements minimum  

  

Connector block ...  
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... but heat-shrink is just as effective and less obtrusive  

  

1/8" gap on my roadster ...  

  

... the V8 has beading in this gap, but it can be lifted out of the way.  
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Fitted  

  

Almost invisible when driving  
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Way too bright at a full 12v  

  

Brightness reduced with a resistor. The reflection from the dash panel and tops of the fresh-air vents looks like it might be distracting 
compared to the illumination of the switches and controls, but in practice it isn't.  
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Reversing Lights 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Note 1: Late UK cars seem to have a subdivision of the green circuit with its own in-line 35 amp fuse supplied by the white/brown (ignition 
relay) circuit feeding things like heated rear window, indicators, heater fan and tach, which leaves the original green circuit fuse (2nd one 
up in the four-way fuse block) feeding things like reverse lights, stop lights, washers, wipers, and circuits associated with the seat belt 
warning lamp and time delay buzzer. 
Note 2: The junction in the green/brown for the two reversing lights is done with a sealed connection (arrowed below) under the off-side 
light, and not with bullet connectors. This is because the connection to the light units is with a plug and socket instead of with tails as is the 
case with all the other lights. A bullet connection between three wires all from the same harness would be pointless. 
Note 3: Originally the two earth wires go to a number-plate mounting bolt. Possibly all RB cars but definitely 1977 and later (and 1974 
North American with chrome split rear bumper) those earth wires go via bullets shared with the earth wires for the number-plate lamps. 
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The 2-'pin' (actually two female spades in a three-position holder) arrowed.  

  

Gearbox Switches 

Location of the reverse light and OD switches on a 3-synch gearbox ...  

  

... and a 4-synch (in this case a UK rubber-bumper with the side filler/level plug, chrome bumper had the same dipstick as 3-synch) 
gearbox:  
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Showing the large access panel on top of the 3-sync tunnel (left), as opposed to the small one on the 4-sync. This should be enough to get at 
both the OD and reverse light switches on the 3-synch, whereas on the 4-synch the rear crossmember and back of the gearbox has to be 
dropped as well. Image from Moss Europe Incidentally this shows the 4-synch removable panel correctly with the hole for the gearlever 
towards the rear, it is shown the wrong way round by Moss:  

  
Chrome-bumper cars (both 3-synch and 4-synch) have the dipstick for gearbox oil level, rubber-bumper cars have the side level/filler plug. 
77 and later models have the same switch arrangement as earlier 4-synch, but different wiring to cater for the gearlever-mounted manual 
OD switch. 

Accessing the 4-synch OD switch is really tricky. But by removing the small panel on top of the tunnel, removing the bolts from the 
removable cross-member and lowering the tail of the gearbox as far as it will go, and levering the gearbox towards the right, I can get my 
hand in. If you have a 72 and later car with the centre arm-rest and cubby, cut the carpet around this access panel as well as round the gear 
lever hole, which means you don't have to pull the tunnel carpet back to remove the panel:  
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Duct-tape over the edges of the hole to protect hands:  

  
Keep the section from over the panel, and drop it back in place for noise reduction before re-fitting the arm-rest:  
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The 4-synch OD switch. You can't get a socket on the original switch so will have to use grips or a drift and hammer - carefully:  

  

Vee's original OD switch on the left and a modern replacement on the right. The original design means that you cannot get a socket or ring 
or box-spanner over the end of the installed switch, only an open-ended or grips from the side, which isn't possible with the 4-synch OD 
switch with the gearbox installed. On the modern switch the hex is the widest part, meaning a socket or box-spanner can be used, making 
removal and replacement on an in-situ gearbox easier. With a 16-point socket on a 1/2" extension bar the socket will go but with a very 
limited 'throw'. But by turning the socket on the bar 90 degrees at a time you can effectively get 32 points:  
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Switch out, wires tied to the gear lever to stop them dropping down out of reach:  

  

Reverse light switch - different orientation, so can be reached from below with grips:  
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Typical switch and spacer. It's always been said they are fibre and there are two per switch. However Vee's OD switch spacer (here) is 
copper and there is only one. Most suppliers show it as fibre, and only one (as does the Parts catalogue) but Brown & Gammons shows the 
reverse light switch spacer as fibre and the OD spacer as copper, the same part as the master cylinder banjo washer:  

  

Vee's reverse light switch and spacer. One fibre, thinner than the copper OD spacer above, smooth all over so not squashed down by the 
switch:  
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4-cylinder OD switch and spacers. Two, different sizes and thicknesses, one the same as Vees copper spacer the other slightly thinner:  

  

Switch Internals  

The plunger end, with the moving part consisting of two contacts. Very oily - and sulphurous, so gearbox oil has worked it's way up and in, 
rather surprising seeing as the switch is at the top:  
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The terminal end, with the fixed contacts. Two pairs - each bridged by one of the moving contacts, so two chances of making a good 
connection, particularly should the one that makes and breaks first becomes burned:  

  

Once cleaned of oil very little signs of burning, so I don't know why operation had become erratic. This switch operated with quite a small 
movement of the plunger, but then became erratic as the plunger was moved further, and needed very firm pressure at full travel to make 
contact again:  
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Plunger with a O-ring (hasn't kept oil out!) and an 'overthrow' spring ... not for 'come the revolution', but to allow the plunger to carry on 
moving once the moving contacts have reached the fixed contacts:  

  

Each moving contact bridges one pair of fixed contacts, and either will allow current to flow. No less than 18 individual components:  
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Reverse switch actuation: As the gear lever is moved to the right the selector lever (A) moves to the right and depresses the switch 
plunger (B) to operate the switch. As the gear leaver is pulled back to go into reverse gear the selector lever moves up and keep the plunger 
operated. Also as the lever is pulled back the finger on the selector lever C slides up between the jaws of the reverse gear detent D. If the 
reverse gear detent is not in the correct position, for example if a forward gear is still engaged, the jaws of the detent will not be in a 
position to allow the finder to move up and so reverse gear will not be selected:  

  

OD Switch actuation: 4-cylinder - round shaft, notch under the switch in the reverse and 1/2 plane, with a smooth transition at it moves to 
the left to activate the switch anywhere in the 3/4 plane. This gearbox uses selector lever 22B386 and isolation switch plunger 22B406:  
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4-cylinder selector lever 22B386 giving OD in 3rd and 4th. As the gear lever is moved to the 3/4 plane face 'A' moves towards the viewer 
and operates the OD plunger 22B406 to actuate the switch. As the gear lever is moved in a straight line between 3rd and 4th face 'A' keeps 
the plunger operated and the switch actuated: (Oliveira & Valentim)  

  

This picture of the 4-cylinder OD plunger 22B406 is from a V8 register article, and they don't seem to be available.  

  

Someone on the dreaded MGE says Moss Europe show it as the same as the 4-cylinder reverse plunger (pictured here 22B396), but they 
don't now. And there is a significant difference between this and the OD plunger in the V8 Register article in that the 'anti-rotation' and 
switch cut-outs are at right-angles to one another, as well as being reversed along the pin i.e. here the switch cut-out is closer to the head 
whereas in the picture of the two OD plungers the 'anti-rotation' cut-outs are closer to the heads: (Brown & Gammons)  
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V8 with OD on 4th gear only - similar notch under the switch. This gearbox uses selector lever 22B726 and isolation switch plunger 
22B727:  

  

Normally the plunger only moves to the left as 4th gear is selected, and on Vee only goes about half-way, and has a different shape with a 
sharper transition than the 4-cylinder plunger:  

  

Once in 4th if the lever is pulled further across towards the driver the plunger moves even further, which is not a problem. But when in 
neutral and 3rd gear it also starts to move if pulled across like that, so adjustment of the switch spacing is pretty critical. With a new switch 
and a thinner 40 thou spacer (in an attempt to get a more reliable engagement) the switch was operated all the time. With the original 50 
thou spacer the switch operated reliably with the gear lever used normally, but it also operated if pulled towards the driver in neutral and 
3rd. It took an additional 15 thou of spacing (front wheel bearing shims!) to stop that happening, but still leave it operating in 4th:  
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V8 selector shaft 22B726 giving OD in 4th only. As the gear lever is moved to the 3/4 plane the socket in the selector lever moves towards 
the viewer. But it is only when the lever is moved into 4th gear that face 'A' moves to the left to contact the plunger, and actuate the switch:  

  

V8 plunger 22B727, with a 2-stage switch cut-out at A, location cut-out at B, location pin 22H576 at C, and return spring 22H204 (NLA) at 
D. The location pin prevents the pin from rotating to keep the switch cut-out under the switch. The fatter and chamfered head allows for a 
smoother operation of the plunger and switch than a flat head:  
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The location pin can be drifted out through the hole on the underside of the tower arrowed, and the plunger and spring withdrawn. The 
smaller hole to the left is a drain hole, so any oil that gets down the sides of the plunger is pumped back into the gearbox as the plunger is 
operated, otherwise it would be forced into the switch and probably leak out from that:  

  

The pin partially drifted out. On replacement make sure the plunger is correctly aligned before tapping the pin back home:  
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Map Light  

Bob Gibbons' 1964 LHD  

  

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note: Shown as a physical earth i.e. a single wire to the bulb holder on RHD and Mk1 LHD schematics, as on this picture of a 1964 LHD 
from Bob Gibbons, but a wired earth on North American Mk2-on schematics.  

  
Nevertheless this replacement UK harness has a wired earth Photo: Terry Cooper  
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It also has spades on the wires that go to the switch - as does Bob Gibbons' switch above - but the suppliers I have checked all show 
switches with screw terminals, as in this example from Leacy.  

  

Door Switches  

The original type of door switch, showing the typical corrosion that develops. Note it is only round the contact area (although this is 
possibly the effect of electricity in the junction accelerating the corrosion at this point)!  

  

However if the contact is only intermittent and not failed completely it may be possible to recover. With the switch removed grasp the 
mounting ears in one hand and the socket for the wiring bullet in the other, and twist back and fore while pressing the two parts together to 
get a nice shiny contact surface as shown here.  
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Once you have a reliable electrical connection push the plunger to open the switch and daub Vaseline or grease between the two open 
halves of the contact, then slide on a suitable diameter sleeve. The fixed part is conveniently of a slightly larger diameter than the moving 
part, so choose your sleeving correctly and it will stay on the fixed part while allowing the moving part to slide in and out. If fitting a new 
switch then it makes sense to do the Vaseline/grease and sleeve bit from the word 'go'.  

  

The non-standard switch, which was the only type available some years ago. This is actually better for the door as the plastic plunger is less 
likely to scratch through the paint, but the cylinder behind the mounting ears is a slightly larger diameter than the original so the hole had to 
be opened up. To do this with a drill the wire has to be pushed back out of the way (make sure you don't lose it (I didn't)), and touch up the 
edges with paint afterwards.  
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When my son bought one of his classic BMWs the owner advised him there was a problem with the courtesy lights flattening the battery as 
they were on all the time, so he had disconnected them. A quick check indicated a possible wiring short to earth somewhere between the 
two doors and the boot which would have been a pain to track down. However my son idly pushed the passenger door switch in with his 
finger while the door was open one day, and the lights went out! He looked at the face of the door frame that the switch bears on when the 
door is closed, and discovered there is a hole in that position that should have a plastic plug, so the switch doesn't scratch the paint, and the 
plug was missing that side!  

Fog & Spot Lights, Factory-fitted, 62-70 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Fog & Spot Lights, Factory-fitted, 70 on 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Rear Fog Lights, Factory-fitted, 1980 on 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Note that the rear fog-guard switch needs a tell-tale warning of some kind to pass the UK MOT. This can be as simple as a coloured tag 
only visible when the switch is in the operated position, or a tell-tale light. As there appears to be no external tell-tale (Clausager doesn't 
mention one and I have not seen a diagram for this year) on the face of that would mean either two bulbs in the switch - one for the tell-tale 
and one for the night-time illumination that the 77 and on rocker switches had. But as the fog-lights can only be switched on when the main 
lights are on and hence all the gauges and controls are illuminated, perhaps all the fog-light switch needs is a slot in the rocker such that the 
night-time bulb illuminates the tell-tale lens when the rocker is down. But then again, if the panel lights were dimmed right down, and the 
switch illumination dims as well, there would be no tell-tale. An alternative to having a second bulb would be to have an additional contact 
inside the switch which moved the internal bulb from the 'night-time' terminal, to the output terminal. There can't simply be a link between 
the two or whenever you turned on the fog lights all the panel lights would come back on.  

Fog & Spot Lights, After-market 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note: The in-line fuses prevent faults in added wiring damaging the original harness, they should be connected as close as possible to where 
the red and brown are picked up. More recent systems tend to switch the earth to the lights, which means they are permanently connected to 
a fused 12v supply. This is no safer than as shown above but does require extra wiring as both 12v and earth wiring is required to the lamps, 
relays and illuminated switches.  

Aftermarket Fog/Spot Lights  

Personally I think rectangular lamps in this location suit the lines of the rubber bumper cars well. For chrome bumper cars with them 
mounted in front of the grille, round lights matching the headlights would probably be preferable. 

  

The additional lights are bolted vertically upwards into an L-shaped bracket. The bracket turns upwards in front of the valance and is held 
with one or two valance bolts. Whilst I have fitted new lamps to the brackets many years ago, the brackets were fitted by a PO and so I'm 
not certain if the holes and bolts were pre-existing for the valance or added by the PO.  
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Article for MG-drivers and enthusiasts 

How to make Your dull number plate lamps brighter by Felix Weschitz from Austria  

If You have a MG of 1972 onwards where the number plate is lighted from the overriders of the bumper, I am sure You are having, or You 
had a lot of troubles with those tiny bulbs. It is a known problem, that the number plate lighting lamps are always a little dull, if they are 
working at last on the MG. In Austria this can be a MOT failure. Just for imagination my little story: After rechroming the bumpers and the 
overriders, I also replaced the rubbers between the bumpers and the overriders. I also protected the inner side of the bumpers with plenty of 
(similar to) waxoil. (the brown stuff you see on these pictures is waxoil) To protect the threads of the mounting bolts I used some fluid for 
bolt securing. After polishing the new rechromed bumpers, we then proudly took part at the club championship. After the prize giving we 
made our way home. In the garage I just recognised, that both of the numberplate lamps are not working. This hit me like a 
thunderlightning. Next day I started thinking ......  

Before all a little theory: 
In the ideal world, You have a battery, the light switch and the numberplate lamp and some wires - with no resistance - 
and then back to the battery also with no resistance - as shown here  

As we all know, the 
reality is not ideal, so we 
have a lot of parasitic 
resistances.  
� first we have wires of 
copper and this wires have 
a electrical resistance 
(RWire)  
� then we have the 
chassis, where the current 
tries to go back to the 
battery (Rchassis)  
� there is also a resistance 
from the overrider to the 
bumper. Because the 
overrider sits on a rubber band on the bumper this is an electrical isolation 
(RBumper)  
� as the bumper is mounted with screws on the chassis, we have a resistance called 
RScrews  
� if You look close, the lamp is just hold by pressure on the fixing bracket on the 
overrider. So, there is another resistance. (RBracket)  
� if You look even closer, the lamp is fixed with the standard bayonet. (RLamp) 
Additionally to all this, we have corrosion, oxidation which all increases the named 
electrical resistances.  
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Just have a look and see how many unwanted resistances there are. What this means is that instead of all the battery voltage being available 
for the lamp - which in itself is a resistance, some of the voltage gets 'lost' in the unwanted resistances leaving less for the lamp, making it 
less bright than it should be.  

If one of those resistances goes to endless the lamps will not light. (This is the same as the lamps on the Christmas tree. If one lamp gives 
(resistance goes to endless) all other lamps does not work.)  

To let our numberplate lamp work in an efficient way it is our main task, to avoid all those parasitic resistances or get them as low (small) 
as possible. The easiest thing is, to shortcut as much as possible of those resistances.  

Here the way I did it: 
I put a wire from the bracket of each the two lamps to a solid (not rusty) chassis 
mounting bolt. The best and nearest mounting bolt I found is the lock bracket of 
the boot. There I fixed two wires in a ring terminal and crimped both wires. (see 
picture)  

Then I put the wire into the hose where the red wire goes to the lamp. This is a 
little bit a fiddle, but it looks nice. For 'water'-protection I used some heatshrink 
hose on the end, so dampness has no chance. On the lamp-side I also used a ring 
terminal to fix the wire on the mounting screw where the lamp is mounted on the 
overrider. (see picture) This action shortcuts the two resistances RScrews and 
RBumper. The resistance RChassis is a little bit lower. The next thing is to 
minimise the two other resistances.  

RBracket can only be minimised (as I think), when smearing some petroleum jelly on the surface where the lamp holder fits in the bracket. 
This is true on the long term, because I think the petroleum jelly avoids the oxidation of the lamp holder and the resistance will still be low 
in the future (hopefully).  

The RLamp can also be minimised a little when smearing some Petroleum jelly around the lamp. (I mean the metal part not the glass part of 
the lamp ;-)) This also keeps the oxidation on the lamp holder and lamp socket low on the long term. Instead of petroleum jelly I used the 
same grease which I used to use on the battery contacts to avoid oxidation.  

As You can see, my numberplate lamps are brighter then new.  
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Nearby: All of the electrical consumers are working the same way. To get brighter lamps, just think of the return flow of the current to the 
battery. Often there are a lot of such parasitic resistances which can be avoided. Sometimes rusted or heavily corroded ground / earthing 
points do make troubles. Also corroded lamp sockets are a point of failure. The few pennies invested in new lamp sockets are worth the 
money.  

So, hopefully Your numberplate lamps are now as bright as new; and keep Your MGs on the road.  

Felix Weschitz 
MGOC Member: A6421-3 
Date: 14. September 2009 

Number-plate Light Sheared Stud Repair  

As new condition, it would be a shame to chuck it away ... and expensive at £20 for a replacement  

  

Sheared stud pressed out in a vice with a small socket over the head  

  

Cheese-head screw of the same thread, with the lower half of the head filed into a square  
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Open out the hole a little by bowing it downwards with the square tang of a file, insert the screw, then use the 1/4" drive end of a socket, 
which just fits over the square shank, to press the base-plate back down again which pinches the screw up tight.  

  

Refit with Waxoyl smeared over the back of the light units and threads.  

"Key In" Warning  

North America 1970-on  

  

Showing the additional contact for the purple/pink wire: When the key is inserted a pin pushes the spring (arrowed) against the body of the 
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lock to connect an earth to the wire, which if the driver's door is opened sounds the warning buzzer. Testing has shown that this only 
happens when the switch is in the 'OFF' position, however one would expect that it should also be operated in the accessories position. On 
the face of it, it doesn't need to be operated if the engine is running (should be obvious ...), but that still leaves the situation of no warning 
buzzer if the engine has stalled and the ignition is still switched on. (Arthur Johnson, restoring a 1972 ex-California GT in Australia)  

  

Pump Types  

Capacitor quenched pump (in this case installed to a rubber bumper), showing the beige wire-ended capacitor connected between the points 
and a earth screw, i.e. effectively connected across the points.  

  

Stepped end-cover of the capacitor quenched pump  
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Diode-resistor with red and black wires connected between the points and the 12v supply, i.e. effectively across the solenoid winding. This 
is a negative earth pump, a positive earth pump would have the red and black wires reversed. Diodes do seem to be more effective at 
quenching, I can still see very slight spitting on the capacitor quenched, but nothing at all on the diode quenched. However having 
refurbished both types the physical erosion seems to be exactly the same! The diode is in series with a resistor so that if the pump is reverse 
connected no damage will occur to the pump or the car's wiring. A simple diode would burn out giving no quenching, and possibly damage 
wiring. The resistor limits the diode current to about 1 amp, which together with the normal pump current of 1.5 amps is well within the 
capacity of the wiring. The irony is that reverse connection will result in exactly the same quenching effect as correct connection!  

  

Diode-resistor end-cap with a half-cylindrical raised portion instead of the step. Bear in mind the end-caps are interchangeable, and I see no 
reason why they could not be swapped over between pump types, so you really need to look under the cap to see if there is a diode and 
which way round it is connected to be sure what you have.  
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Metal-oxide varistor of the type giving dual polarity quenching in the later version of AZX1331, at least. Note the varistor is connected 
across the points, the same as the capacitor quench. Image from Peter Ugle  

  

A later type of transient voltage suppressor as supplied by SU Burlen, also bi-directional  

  

The mounting points of the various devices are shown here, and also given in this Burlen document. However note that the drawing shows 
the diode-resistor connected as for a positive earth pump i.e. the black wire would be on the 12v terminal and the red wire under the fixed 
point mounting screw.  

Plastic-bodied Moprod pump, same pipe fittings mounting arrangements as the SU so an easy swap. Even though these contain electronics 
there is only one version for both polarities of car as both +ve and -ve electrical connections are in the end cap. Clearly marked, and you 
need to get them the right way round for the pump to operate, but there is a series diode to protect the electronics against reverse 
connection, in this case the pump simply won't operate until it is connected correctly. No vent ports, so existing vent tubes should be tied up 
out of the way ready for refitting a 'proper' pump!  
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Internals showing the electronic components and the magnet on the end of the diaphragm shaft (this is the 'unused' end, it is the other end 
that passes across the magnetic reed switch as the diaphragm moves to open and close the switch). The quench diode performs the same 
function as the quench capacitor and diode in points pumps but to protect the transistor from the back EMF of solenoid winding. The 
resistor biases the transistor to switch off in the absence of a signal from the closed reed switch. The protection diode isolates the electronic 
components in the even of the power supply being connected the wrong way round. The varistor connection is curious. A varistor is 
normally high resistance in both directions, but when the voltage across it in either direction exceeds a certain value (18v in this case) it 
'breaks down' to a relatively low resistance. As such it can be used to protect points-type pumps, which means that they will no longer be 
polarity sensitive as diode-protected pumps are. So far so good, maybe it is just another quench or protection against spikes from the 
supply, but it is connected between the -ve terminal and the heat-sink for the transistor/mounting plate for the reed switch, with no apparent 
electrical connection to those or anything else.  

  

Showing the reed switch pegged, glued and screwed at a specific angle. What isn't apparent on this pump is the 'hysteresis' that exists in the 
design of the points in that type of pump. This hysteresis ensures that when the solenoid is energised and moves the points, they don't open 
until the diaphragm has reached nearly full travel. When they do open the solenoid is de-energised, so the return spring on the diaphragm 
starts to move it back again (and pump fuel), which moves the points back again, but they don't close again until the diaphragm is nearly 
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fully returned. This prevents the diaphragm 'fluttering' with a very small amount of travel back and fore which is what would happen if the 
points opened and closed at the same physical position of the diaphragm. As I say I can't see this in the physical design of the Moprod 
pump, other than the fact that a reed switch requires less magnetism to keep the contacts closed than it did to close them in the first place. 
The problem I had with mine was that the diaphragm did start to flutter, i.e. very short travel back and fore, which caused severe fuel 
starvation, would start and stop doing that for no reason that I could see, and once started nothing I did would make it start working 
properly again until it decided to do so for itself. Which is why it now languishes in a cupboard and is only used as a very short-term spare.  

  

Tachometers  

 
Showing the external pickup on the 64 to 67 RVI tach and the routing of the wire from the coil (SW) towards the ignition switch (A3) for 
positive earth cars. For negative earth conversions the wire must be routed in the other direction undoing the knurled nut should allow the 
pickup to be dismantled and the wire reversed otherwise keeping the layout identical.  

  

However some variants have a short length of white in the pickup terminated with two bullets as shown here, labelled as being for a +ve 
earth MGB. Easy to reverse, but easy to get wrong as well as they don't seem to be marked, although having these connections reversed or 
the earlier continuous loop going through the pickup the wrong way won't harm the tach. Don't reverse the 12v and earth connections 
though, which may destroy the electronics. 12v supply spade is at top-right on the case back, the earth would be under one of the thumb-
nuts securing the tach in the dash same as the other gauges. The gauge illumination bulb holder is shown bottom-right, and the insulated 
socket for the ignition warning lamp at top-left.  
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One of the metal parts of the pickup, and the nylon part that acts as a former for the wire, are detachable and may get lost. The Parts 
catalogue indicates these are 27H8215 for the 'Core', and 13H784 for the 'Loop-sleeve (nylon)'. Googling the first of those has a couple of 
suppliers describing it as a 'tachometer retaining strap', which doesn't seem to be the right thing, and they also give applicable dates from 64 
to 76 and say it is also for the V8, both of which are clearly incorrect. But A-Head 4 Healeys converts that part number to 1S4150, which 
appears to be the complete assembly of metal and nylon parts, plus wire, washer and nut, at £22. Rimmer only has the first part, Moss both 
at £19 but without the washer and nut. (Image: A-Head 4 Healeys)  

  

The 68 to 72 RVI tach, with internal pickup, and male and female bullet connectors for the coil and ignition switch wires and the 12v spade 
in a cluster at the top. These seem to be smaller than the standard wiring bullets and connectors at 4.5mm as opposed to 5mm (Malc 
Gilliver). The pick-up 'in' wire from the ignition switch goes on the male bullet on the left, and the 'out' wire to the coil goes on the 
insulated female on the right. As before the earth wire goes under one of the knurled nuts securing the tach in the dash, the position for the 
gauge illumination lamp is on the left, and the insulated holder for the ignition warning lamp on the right. Photos: Peter Mayo  
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Another version this time from a 1968 North American padded dash (the 'unleaded fuel only' fuel gauge seems to be from a 1975 or later 
car) ...  
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... this time with earth wires going to a spade spot-welded to the tach case instead of under one of the knurled screws. This type only has the 
night-time illumination in the gauge. Photos: Bill Mason  

  

Internals of this type as posted on the MG BBS by Steve Church. 

  

Chrome-bumper voltage-triggered RVC tach i.e. 73 and 74, with male bullet for white/black signal wire and 12v spade (green wire) close 
by. The earth will be a tag under one of the knurled nuts that fix it to the dash. Plain hole for the night-time bulb at the top, insulated hole 
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for the ignition warning light at the bottom.  

  

Rubber bumper voltage-triggered RVC tach with male bullet for trigger wire and 12v spade close by as above, but this now has an earth 
spade on the back of the case. This type only has the position for the gauge illumination bulb holder, the ignition warning light is now in the 
binnacle.  

  

RVI/RVC designation and reference number is positioned by the 'SMITHS' (arrow). The original polarity is also indicated (circled), 
probably on all chrome-bezel tachs, but not the 77 and later plastic tachs. This is an RVI 2401/00B positive earth for 1964 to 1967 as used 
in all markets. Note that a PO may have changed the internal wiring to convert it to negative earth and not changed the legend on the face.  
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This is an RVI 2430/00 negative earth for 68 to 72 as used in markets other than North America, but also used in Canada for 1968.  

  

An RVC 2415/00AF (and hence negative earth) as used in markets other than North America, Sweden and Germany from 1973 to the end 
of chrome bumper production.  
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An RVC RVC/1810/00/AF used on V8s, still carrying the polarity indication.  

  

Battery Terminals  

Positive post measures 0.756" at the base  
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Negative post measures 0.690" at the base  

  

Radio installation  

Installed ...  
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... removed (the surround is cut from an old Metro blanking plate to cover up a mass of holes a PO had drilled around the edge of the 
opening)  

  

And the modified blanking plate ...  
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... installed.  

  

CD player with cassette adapter  
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MP3 'jukebox'  

  

77 (America) and 78 (UK) factory speaker cable routing, showing the grommet in the panel between door space and cabin ...  
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... and in the end of the door casing. I've used similar routing for the central locking in my 75 V8. This had the holes in the door casing 
already, with a sealing grommet, but I fed the cable through the hinge as I didn't want to drill a visible hole, not knowing this routing at the 
time.  

  

Electric Cooling Fans Schematics 
4-cylinder cars     4-cylinder cars with added relay     Factory V8     Factory V8 modified      

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

All cars fans share a earth with the headlights, so a slightly poor earth connection here may cause the headlights to dim more than usual 
when the fans switch on. Likewise when the headlights are on it will affect fan speed and hence cooling more than normal.  

4-cylinder cars  
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Notes: 
1: North American cars had two fans connected in parallel, other markets only have a single fan. 
2: All 4-cylinder cars have an in-line fuse in the fan circuit. This fuse is fed from the white/brown (ignition relay, but see below) 
circuit, then feeds the thermostatic switch with a green wire. Be aware that this green wire is nothing to do with the main green circuit 
that is fused from the 2nd fuse up in the 4-way fuse block. 
3: It seems that early cars with electric fans may have had a fan relay before they got an ignition relay, and when they got the ignition 
relay the fan relay was deleted. The Parts Catalogue shows a 3-terminal relay the same as for the V8s, but in order to use this the 
sensor switch would have to be wired differently, probably he same as for the V8s. 
4: Some owners have moved the white/brown wire for the fans from its usual position on the 4-way fuse block to a spare brown spade. 
This results in the fans continuing to run when the ignition has been turned off, or indeed, starting to run after you have left the car. 
Nothing earth-shattering in doing so - except that a fault could cause the fans to flatten the battery, or in the worst case start a harness 
fire. 

4-cylinder cars with added relay  

  

Notes: 
1. In this circuit the fan wire is moved from the thermo switch contact to a relay contact. When the thermo switch closes it extends 
12v from the green through to the relay which operates to earth. The green on the thermo switch contact is extended to the other relay 
contact which when it closes powers the fans. Thus the same green feed is used to power both the relay and the fans, but the thermo 
switch only carries the light current of the relay, the relay carries the heavy current of the fans.  
2. You should not need to add a relay to 4-cylinder cars with standard fans, even two, as the standard switch seems more than man 
enough for the job. However if replacement radiator switches fail quickly they may, like replacement brake light switches, be of 
poorer quality than the originals in which case a relay may be beneficial. 
3. The relay contact number given are for current after-market relays. If using a standard Lucas relay use W1 for 85, W2 for 86, C1 
for 30 and C2 for 87.  

Factory V8  
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Notes: 
1. The Workshop Manual Supplement shows the relay been fed by a green wire as shown here i.e. fused. However the glovebox 
handbook shows it being fed by a brown i.e. unfused. 
2. Factory V8s have two fans wired in parallel. 
3. The original relay is an unusual 3-terminal design in which the green supply from the fusebox is used to operate the relay in series 
with the sensor switch to earth, as well as being extended through the contact to power the fans. This puts a heavy additional load on 
the green circuit - about 10 amps in my case - fusebox and ignition switch. The heated rear window, also a high current item, does the 
same thing. Not a good idea with 30 year-old electrics and a significant contributor to slow or non-flashing indicators.  

Factory V8 modified  

  

Originally I though the factory V8 diagram was a misprint as mine has a four terminal relay with a connection from the brown circuit 
at the fusebox to the relay contact to power the fans, meaning that only the load of the relay winding is on the green circuit. A useful 
modification, but it meant the fans were not fused, easy enough to add an in-line in the brown wire between the fusebox and the relay.  

However even with this brown feed instead of the green there is still significant volt-drop in the fan earths, which share a relatively 
small-gauge wire with each other and the headlights right back to a earthing point by the fusebox. I provided an additional heavy 
gauge earth connection to a lug under one of the mounting bolts to the bonnet slam-panel for each motor. As my alternator has a spare 
large output spade, and a spare input spade on the relay, I provided a heavy gauge brown wire between them to increase current still 
further. These changes supplied an extra 25% or so voltage to the motors, which gives a very noticeable increase in fan speed and 
hence cooling. Because this meant there were now two brown feeds to the relay (with my additional brown wire effectively creating a 
'ring main' circuit) I opted to fit the in-line fuse on the relay output to the fans wire.  

Thanks to Graham Cornford for pointing out the error in the relay terminal naming, and if using a modern relay the terminal 
numbering would be W1 = 85 or 86, W2 = 86 or 85, C1 = 87, C2 = 30.  

Factory V8 modified further 
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I opted to make a further modification so that the fans can only operate when the accessories circuit is powered, which means that 
they are disconnected during cranking which takes a significant load off the battery. Yes, they will continue to run when turning the 
ignition key from 'run' to 'accessories', but still will stop when the ignition is turned fully off and the key removed. The green fused 
ignition feed to the relay is removed and a green/pink fused accessories feed connected instead. Note that if you have an override 
switch, and if that has a tell-tale, then you need to make the same change at the switch. The easiest way of doing both of these is to 
take a piggy-back feed off the heater switch (which is powered from the accessories circuit) to the override switch for the tell-tale, 
then extend that wire into the engine compartment to the relay.  

Relay Types  

 
A general view of a typical 6RA 4 terminal, 4 spade type  

  

Four terminals but five spades. The double spade on terminal C1 offers a convenient branching point for a 12v supply wire to another 
circuit.  

  

An alternative 4 terminal, 4 spade but with W2 in a different position and a C3 instead of a C1. This is a relay where the contact is 
'normally closed'.  
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Five terminals and five spades, this has a 'changeover' contact i.e. when the relay opens it switches a common contact (C2) from a 'normally 
closed' contact (C3) to a 'normally open' contact (C1).  

  

The three terminal, four spade relay originally used for the cooling fans in V8s. May have been dealer-modified with a conventional 4-
terminal relay to remove the load of the fans from the green circuit fuse. Long since obsolete, they were also used on Standard/Triumph, 
BSA motorcycles, Cobra, and even Ferrari according to one account, usually as the horn relay. Contrary to several opinions the missing 
fourth terminal (W2) is not replaced with an internal earth i.e. via the can, but instead is internally connected to the C2 terminal. The 12v 
supply is connected to this terminal, an earth from the switch operates the relay to that 12v supply, and the same supply is then extended out 
through the C1 terminal to operate the fans or horn. Image from the Triumph Sports Six Club forum.  

  

Cylindrical Lucas relays used on later MGBs, designated 26RA, SRB402.  
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Took this off a friends car as although it was clicking as the ignition was turned off it's output was permanently energised, which had 
flattened the battery. Opened up (never could resist) to find one of the coil cheeks partly broken away, which had worked itself round to the 
back of the armature, holding the contacts closed all the time. For a start it must have been sculling around in there for ages before getting 
into that position, and I'm amazed the gap was big enough for it to slide in, yet small enough to keep the contacts closed! You couldn't 
engineer it to do that!  

  

Cube-type Lucas 28RA relays also can be found on late MGBs, identical to current (pun not intended) after-market relays.  

  

Terminal arrangement, pin 30 is usually adjacent to the mounting bracket  
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However! Note that these relays can have two different terminal layouts, 30 and 86 swapping places, as below:  

  
I've only found one reference to this - by Vehicle Wiring Products, although it is only detailed in its printed catalogue as Type A or Type B 
with terminal layouts as above. However although their web site allows you to order Type A or Type B only Type B shows the terminal 
layout. The option is only available for the basic four-terminal 12v relay, not 6v, fused, dioded or five-terminal types. The most recent 
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relays I've purchased have been Type B, but it could vary from supplier to supplier. 

Internal circuitry of standard relays. Note that with S2 and S6 single diode protection the power supply to the winding must be connected 
the right way round or it will blow the diode, +ve must be connected to 86 and -ve to 85. Resistor protection isn't polarity sensitive, but 
doesn't give as much protection to the operating circuitry as diode protection.  

  

Internal circuitry of power relays. S1 has a tungsten contact that closes first and opens last, and a lower resistance contact which closes last 
and opens first. The tungsten contact protects the lower resistance contact against the back emf and high current from large inductive loads. 
S2 has double diode protection, the series diode protecting the parallel diode from damage through reverse connection, if reverse connected 
the relay simply won't operate. As before +ve is connected to 86 and -ve to 85.  

  

Horns 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

2-wire Horns (pre-77) 

The earth for the horn push comes from the body via the crossmember, rack, steering column U/J and column. 

  

1-wire Horns (77-on) 

12v via the switch and the horns pick up an earth from their mounting points. Relay option not shown for this as any bad connections 
should be relatively easy to solve, unlike the earth path of the 2-wire horns.  
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2-wire Horn Relay 

  

1962/64_Mechanical_Rev_Counter     1964/67_Mk1_Electronic_Tach     Mk2_1967/68     Mk2_1967/68_North_America     1969     1969_North_America     1970     
1970_North_America     1971/72     1971_North_America     1972_North_America     1973     1973_North_America     1974     1974_North_America     1974_1/2_to_76     

1974_1/2_to_75_North_America     1976/77_North_America     1977     1978_on     1978-on_North_America     V8      
1962/64 Mechanical Rev Counter 

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (ignition) terminals 
3 (brown) and 2 (white) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (start) all three terminals are connected 
together. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated.  

 

1964/67 Mk1 Electronic Tach  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (ignition) terminals 
3 (brown) and 2 (white) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (start) all three terminals are connected 
together. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated.  

 

Mk2 1967/68  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (ignition) terminals 
3 (brown) and 2 (white) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (start) all three terminals are connected 
together. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated. 

Note: The Parts Catalogue indicates that MkII cars had the later 13H926 
ignition switch with the 4th 'AUX' terminal, but the schematics don't 
show this being used until the 1969 model year.  

 

Mk2 1967/68 North America  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (ignition) terminals 
3 (brown) and 2 (white) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (start) all three terminals are connected 
together. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
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isolated. 

Note: The Parts Catalogue indicates that MkII cars had the later 13H926 ignition switch with the 4th 'AUX' terminal, but the 
schematics don't show this being used until the 1970 model year.  

 
1969  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) 
terminals 1 (brown) and 3 (dealer wired colour can vary) are connected 
together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 1 3 and 7 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 1, 7 and 6 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 3 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated.  

However whilst the diagram indicates there are seven electrical connections to the switch, a look at a switch will show that several of 
these are paired giving just the four electrical connections that one would expect. The picture below shows the brown and the next 
spade (non-factory wiring) being paired, then the next two terminals are paired (again non-standard accessory wiring), then the 
white/brown for the starter is on its own, then the last two are paired for white ignition wires (non-standard wires on the second of 
these). (Photo Peter Mayo)  

  

1969 North America  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (ignition) terminals 
3 (brown) and 2 (white) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (start) all three terminals are connected 
together. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated.  

Note: The Parts Catalogue indicates that MkII cars had the later 13H926 
ignition switch with the 4th 'AUX' terminal, but the schematics don't 
show this being used until the 1970 model year.  

 

1970  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) 
terminals 1 (brown) and 3 (dealer wired colour can vary) are connected 
together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 1, 3 and 7 (white) 
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are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 1, 7 and 6 (white/red) are connected together and terminal 3 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are isolated. 

Again refer to the photo above for the physical arrangement.  

 
1970 North America  

With the key turned to the first position (accessories) terminals 2 
(brown) and 5 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 2, 5 and 3 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 2, 3 and 1 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 5 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock terminals 1, 2, 3 and 5 
are isolated. 
 

Showing the additional contact for the purple/pink wire - E. When the key is inserted a pin pushes the spring (arrowed) against the 
body of the lock to connect an earth to the wire, which if the driver's door is opened sounds the warning buzzer. Testing has shown 
that this only happens when the switch is in the 'OFF' position, however one would expect that it should also be operated in the 
accessories position. On the face of it, it doesn't need to be operated if the engine is running (should be obvious ...), but that still leaves 
the situation of no warning buzzer if the engine has stalled and the ignition is still switched on. (Arthur Johnson, restoring a 1972 ex-
California GT in Australia) 

  

1971/72  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) 
terminals 1 (brown) and 4 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 1, 4 and 2 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 1, 2 and 3 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 4 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated. 

May 2015: Note that this numbering may not be correct. The white 
wires are shown going to terminal 2 - four wires on two spade 
connectors. But one example of a switch from a 72 has terminals 1, 2, 3 
and 4 with linked spades (which will be for the two connectors on the 
four white wires) on terminal 3. 73 and later schematics show the white 
wires on terminal 3, which would be correct for this switch, but the 

white/green for 73 and later is on terminal 5 and there is no terminal 4.  

 
1971 North America  

With the key turned to the first position (accessories) terminals 2 
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(brown) and 5 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 2, 5 and 3 (white) are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 2, 3 and 1 (white/red) are connected together and terminal 5 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock terminals 1, 2, 3 and 5 are isolated. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 
1972 North America  

With the key turned to the first position (accessories) terminals 2 
(brown) and 5 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 2, 5 and 3 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 2, 3 and 1 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 5 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock terminals 1, 2, 3 and 5 
are isolated. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 

1973  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) 
terminals 2 (brown) and 5 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 2, 5 and 3 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 2, 3 and 1 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 5 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated. 

On this model at least more than one spade is used for the white wires, 
and I found one of those swapped over with the green/white accessories 
wire. Fortunately it was only the wire feeding the OD, had it been one 
of the others either the ignition warning light would have been on when 
switched to accessories, or even worse the ignition, fuel pump and all 
the green circuits would have been powered. Even so it meant the OD 

solenoid would have been had I left it in 3rd or 4th with the manual switch on, which is not a good thing. As I'd had the car nearly 30 
years by then, it had probably been like it since new.  

 
1973 North America  

With the key turned to the first position (accessories) terminals 4 or 2 
and 5 (white/green) are connected together, and terminals 4 or 2 and 6 
(slate or grey) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 4 or 2, 5 and 3 
(white) are connected together, and terminal 6 is isolated. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 4 or 2, 3 and 1 
(white/red) are connected together and terminals 5 and 6 are isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock terminals 1, 3 and 5 are 
isolated, and terminals 4 or 2 and 6 are connected together. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 

1974  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) 
terminals 2 (brown) and 5 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 2, 5 and 3 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 2, 3 and 1 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 5 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated.  
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1974 North America  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
With the key turned to the first position (accessories) the brown (12v), 
white/green (accessories) and slate or grey (anti-runon valve) wires 
should be connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and 
white (ignition) wires should be connected together and the slate or 
grey wire should be isolated. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red 
(starter) wires should be connected together and the white/green and 
slate or grey wires should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock the white, white/green 
and white/red wires should be isolated and the brown and slate or grey 
wires should be connected together. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 
1974 1/2 to 76  

With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) 
terminals 2 (brown) and 5 (white/green) are connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) terminals 2, 5 and 3 (white) 
are connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) terminals 2, 3 and 1 (white/red) 
are connected together and terminal 5 is isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated. 
Note that UK cars seem to have an extra grey wire on the ignition 
switch that does not have a matching wire in the main harness. 
Note also that replacement switches for UK cars have an extra 
purple/pink as well as the extra grey wire. These are the same switches 
as used for North America from 1973 on. They should be plug 
compatible with UK harnesses, but check the four main wires - brown, 
white/green, white and white/red match up correctly in both halves of 

the connector.  

 
1974 1/2 to 75 North America  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
With the key turned to the first position (accessories) the brown (12v), 
white/green (accessories) and slate or grey (anti-runon valve) wires 
should be connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and 
white (ignition) wires should be connected together and the slate or 
grey wire should be isolated. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red 
(starter) wires should be connected together and the white/green and 
slate or grey wires should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock the white, white/green 
and white/red wires should be isolated and the brown and slate or grey 
wires should be connected together. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 
1976 to 77 North America  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
With the key turned to the first position (accessories) the brown (12v), 
white/green (accessories) and slate or grey (anti-runon valve) wires 
should be connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and 
white (ignition) wires should be connected together and the slate or 
grey wire should be isolated. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red 
(starter) wires should be connected together and the white/green and 
slate or grey wires should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock the white, white/green 
and white/red wires should be isolated and the brown and slate or grey 
wires should be connected together. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 
1977  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
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With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) the 
brown (12v) and white/green (accessories) wires should be connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and white (ignition) wires should be connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red (starter) wires should be connected together and the 
white/green wire should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are isolated. 
Note that UK cars seem to have an extra grey wire on the ignition switch that does not have a matching wire in the main harness. 
Note also that replacement switches for UK cars have an extra purple/pink as well as the extra grey wire. These are the same switches 
as used for North America from 1973 on. They should be plug compatible with UK harnesses, but check the four main wires - brown, 
white/green, white and white/red match up correctly in both halves of the connector.  

 
1978-on  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) the 
brown (12v) and white/green (accessories) wires should be connected 
together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and 
white (ignition) wires should be connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red 
(starter) wires should be connected together and the white/green wire 
should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated. 
Note that UK cars seem to have an extra grey wire on the ignition 
switch that does not have a matching wire in the main harness. 
Note also that replacement switches for UK cars have an extra 
purple/pink as well as the extra grey wire. These are the same switches 

as used for North America from 1973 on. They should be plug compatible with UK harnesses, but check the four main wires - brown, 
white/green, white and white/red match up correctly in both halves of the connector.  

 
1978-on North America  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
With the key turned to the first position (accessories) the brown (12v), 
white/green (accessories) and slate or grey (anti-runon valve) wires 
should be connected together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and 
white (ignition) wires should be connected together and the slate or 
grey wire should be isolated. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red 
(starter) wires should be connected together and the white/green and 
slate or grey wires should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock the white, white/green 
and white/red wires should be isolated and the brown and slate or grey 
wires should be connected together. 
For the purple/pink see 1970 North America above.  

 
V8  

My wiring diagrams do not show terminal numbers for this lock. 
With the key inserted and turned to the first position (accessories) the 
brown (12v) and white/green (accessories) wires should be connected 
together. 
When turned to the 2nd position (ignition) the brown, white/green and 
white (ignition) wires should be connected together. 
When turned to the 3rd position (start) the brown, white and white/red 
(starter) wires should be connected together and the white/green wire 
should be isolated. 
With the key turned fully left or out of the lock all of the terminals are 
isolated.  

 

Seat Belt Warning  

North America 1972-73:  
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North America 1974: More information on this system can be found here  

  

North America 1975-on:  

  

UK 1977-on:  
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The 'time delay unit' seems to flash the warning lamp on and off (maybe only after the ignition key as been turned to 'START' otherwise I 
can't see the point of that connection) until the seat-belt is fastened or the ignition is turned off.  

Inertia Starter (remote solenoid, to 67) 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Pre-engaged Starter (attached solenoid), 12v Coil (chrome bumper 68-on, not V8) 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Note 1: 1968 and 1969 cars had the pre-engaged starter but no starter relay, the White/Red went direct to the solenoid.  

Note 2: There is a bullet connector in the white/red (direct to the solenoid or to the starter relay as appropriate) on all cars where the 
transmission safety switch wires would be connected when the automatic gearbox is fitted.  

Note 3: 1973 and 1974 North American cars with the Sequential Seat-belt System (aka 'bum detector') have the white/red connected to pin 
1 of the control unit and a Yellow/Pink from pin 3 of the control unit to the starter relay.  

Pre-engaged Starter (attached solenoid) 
6v Coil (rubber bumper and all V8) 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note 1: Factory V8s have the wire from the starter solenoid to the coil in white/light-blue, the wire from the harness ballast to the coil is 
still in white/light-green.  

Note 2: Late-model cars have round relays with ISO terminal numbering as follows:  

Note 3: On 1977 and later models with an ignition relay the wire from the relay to the solenoid may have reverted to white/red, i.e. the same 
as from the ignition switch to the relay albeit thicker, as white with a brown tracer was used for the ignition circuits. On the other hand it 
may have become brown with a white tracer, diagrams vary.  

Note 4: Also on 77 and later models the starter is used to test-illuminate the brake-balance and 'handbrake on' warning light via a diode. If 
this diode goes short-circuit it can cause the starter to crank continuously as soon as the ignition is turned on, and continues to do so even 
when the ignition is turned off, unless the handbrake is released.  

Note 5: The schematics show this wire changing from white/brown to white/red some time between 1977 and 1979. However it is a heavy 
gauge wire, whereas the two white/reds on W1 are standard gauge so the three wires can still be identified even if the spade terminals have 
been cut off for any reason.  

Pre-engaged Starter Replaces Inertia  

 

  

Wire colour Original numbering ISO numbering

White/red from ignition switch W1 85

Black earth W2 86

Brown 12v supply C1 30

White/brown to starter solenoid, but see note 5 C2 87
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Solenoid Contacts  

4-Cylinder pre-engaged: 
Earlier M418G pre-engaged starter on 18Gx engines: A - battery cable stud and large 12v spade. B - standard-sized solenoid operate spade.  

  

Later 2M100 pre-engaged starter on 18V engines, V8 starter is similar: A - battery cable stud. B - battery cable. C - large 12v spade. D - 
standard-sized solenoid operate spade. E - small bypass or 'coil boost' spade that has a white/light-green wire on rubber bumper 4-cylinder 
cars, white/light-blue on V8s. F - two large gauge brown wires one from the alternator and the other to all the cars electrics. G - a the 
thinner brown wire to the alternator that was originally the 'battery sensing' wire on some models. H - the white/brown solenoid operate 
wire.  

  

V8: 
The intermediate connection in the V8 battery cable: 'A' is the insulated stud on its mounting plate bolted to the toeboard; 'B' is the cable 
from the battery mounted to the top part of the stud; 'C' are the two brown wires from the harness; 'D' is the short length of battery cable to 
the starter solenoid stud; 'E' is the 2-pin connector on the short sub-harness going to the solenoid spades; 'F' is the other half of the 2-pin 
connector on the main harness tail. This connector can only be assembled one way (and is the same as the cooling fan connectors). (Leyland 
V8 Workshop Manual Supplement)  
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V8 starter heat-shield, the correct item is moulded heat-resistant material with a metal bracket riveted on. Not shown but the off-side 
exhaust down-pipe is immediately to the right of this, but it also passes underneath so although the end of the solenoid and starter are 
shielded the lower body of the solenoid isn't. The heat eventually weakens the ability of the solenoid to hold in once it has connected power 
to the motor and battery voltage has dropped, and it chatters as if the battery is flat. When Vee came to me it was just a tin sheet which 
wouldn't have helped much with keeping heat off the solenoid, with one of the bracket rivets broken away so with relatively light pressure it 
could by pushed against the battery cable stud shorting it out! (Leyland V8 Workshop Manual Supplement)  

  

A copper bar bridges the two stud contacts A and B when the solenoid operates and is supposed to connect power to the small coil boost 
contact as well. But that contact (arrowed) is bent back ...  
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... so that the copper bar misses it altogether, and has obviously never worked on this starter that I fitted in December 1999 as a newly 
rebuilt item.  

  

The coil boost contact is straightened and positioned so that the copper bar touches it and pushes it down just before it reaches the two 
studs.  
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Pre-engaged Starter Solenoid  

The solenoid has two windings - the pull-in winding 'A' which is about 
0.4 ohms, and the hold-in winding 'B' which is about 1.2 ohm. One end 
of both is connected to the solenoid operate spade '1', but whilst the 
other end of the hold-in winding is connected to earth directly, the other 
end of the pull-in winding is connected to the starter terminal '3' which 
has an almost zero resistance path to earth via the motor stator and rotor 
windings. This puts the two windings in parallel measuring about 0.3 
ohms.  

At the instant the starter relay connects 12v to the solenoid operate 
terminal '1', about 30 amps flows through the pull-in winding, plus 
about 10 amps through the hold-in winding. This total current of about 
40 amps pulls the solenoid plunger in very smartly. Because the pull-in 
winding is passing about 30 amps through the motor, the pinion starts to 
turn slowly as it moves towards the flywheel, which aids its 
engagement.  

The solenoid plunger moves, and bridges the three contacts above it, 
connecting battery voltage to the Starter terminal '3' and the coil ballast 
resistance bypass terminal '4' (18V engines and V8s). Not only does this 

connect 12v directly to the motor, so spinning it at full power to crank the engine, but it also effectively bypasses the solenoid pull-in 
winding. As this now has 12v (nominally, in practice more like 10v once the load of cranking the engine has been applied to the battery) 
both sides it passes no current, whereas the hold-in winding is still passing current directly to earth. So the total current through the solenoid 
drops from about 40 amps to about 8 amps at a cranking voltage of 10v.  

This near-instantaneous (normally) reduction in current prevents heat damage to the solenoid windings. Note that with solenoid contact 
problems where the solenoid clonks but the motor does not spin, the high current will continue to flow, and leaving the ignition key turned 
to 'Start' for any length of time will almost certainly damage the solenoid.  

Bob Davis noticed that the two windings in the drawing were shown as being wound in opposite directions. This was an error in the 
drawing, the two must be wound in the same direction or the magnetic fields will be in opposition, and has been corrected.  

The solenoid windings: 'A' is the end of both windings that is connected to the operate spade - the hold-in winding being relatively thin, 
and the pull-in winding thick. 'B' is the other end of the hold-in winding, welded to the body of the solenoid i.e. at earth potential. 'C' is the 
other end of the pull-in winding, which goes to the output stud of the solenoid i.e. the one to which the motor cable is bolted.  
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Coil Boost Circuit with Geared/Hi-torque Starters  

November 2011: In recent weeks Blake Thornton and Michael Field have contacted me about coil-boost starting systems - Blake with a 
problem with the factory starter relay on a Jaguar, and Michael with an after-market geared starter that doesn't have the coil boost contact 
that his V8 should have, and for various reasons was causing starting problems.  

Many of these after-market starters don't have the coil-boost contact on the solenoid as fitted originally to rubber-bumper cars and all V8s 
(the one I had for a while didn't). Whilst starting should be OK under most normal conditions, under marginal conditions it can make the 
difference between starting and not starting, and it's possible to reprovide the coil boost in a number of ways.  

The easiest way is to replace the existing starter relay with one with two normally-open contacts. Only one additional wire is required up 
from the existing white/light-green by the solenoid to the relay, with a male spade at the lower end to connect to the female connector on 
the end of the harness wire at 'A'. However these are less readily available and you must ensure the contacts operate as described before 
connecting and using the relay. Three types are available:  

A Lucas SRB301 (22RA 33336 or 33356) in a metal can that is in keeping as a replacement for the 
original 6RA type. They were used as standard equipment on some Jaguars and Triumphs for exactly this 
purpose and are in fact called starter relays. These have a C4 terminal in addition to the W1, W2, C1 and 
C2 terminals. With the relay released C1, C2 and C4 should all be isolated from one other. When the 
relay is operated all three contacts should be connected together. Nothing else will do. The white/red wire 
goes to W1, black to W2, brown to C2, white/brown to C1, and white/light-green (white/light-blue for 

V8s) to C4.  

They are also available in cylindrical form (albeit blue) as SRB400 (26RA 33231), with an 87a terminal 
as well as an 87. However you have to be careful with this as 87a is also used for the normally-closed 
contact on other relay types, which must not be used in this application, so you have to look at the 
schematic on the relay as well as the terminal numbering. With the relay released 30/51, 87 and 87a 
should all be isolated from one other. When the relay is operated all three contacts should be connected 
together. Again nothing else will do. White/red goes to 85, black to 86, brown to 30/51, white/brown to 
87, and white/light-green to 87a.  

Finally there is a Bosch cube-type SRB521 with 30, 87 and 87b contact terminals. With the relay released 
30, 87 and 87b should all be isolated from one other. When the relay is operated all three contacts should 
be connected together. Again nothing else will do. White/red goes to 85, black to 86, brown to 30, 
white/brown to 87, and white/light-green (white/light-blue for V8s) to 87b.  
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Another option is to provide an additional auxiliary starter relay which operates in tandem with the original relay. As well as tapping onto 
the existing white/brown and black wires on the existing relay using piggy-back connectors, a new white/light-green (4-cylinder cars, 
white/light-blue on V8) is run down to the solenoid with a male spade to connect to the existing female connector on the harness wire at 'A'. 
A readily available accessories relay from all the usual suspects will do this as shown here:  

  

Finally you can get quite exotic and use a 10 amp diode between the solenoid operate wire and the coil boost wire down by the solenoid, 
but really need to know what you are doing with semiconductor diodes for this option. Also diodes, like all semi-conductors, exhibit a 
forward volt-drop when carrying current so do not provide as much boost as a relay. Basically you want current to flow from the solenoid 
operate wire to the coil boost wire, but not the other way. For that, typically the marked end of an axial diode is the positive end and would 
be connected to the coil boost wire, the negative end to the solenoid wire, as shown here:  

  

Electric Screen Washer 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Note: From 1971 for the remainder of chrome bumper production and all V8s the electric washers (and wipers and heater fan) were 
powered from the accessories position of the ignition switch via a white/green to an in-line fuse under the fusebox, and then via a 
green/pink.  

Decals 

Images from Leacy except where stated.  

 Roadster hood header rail  

 Air filter cans up to 1969  

 Air filter cans 1970 to 1976  

 Air filter cans 1977-on (Miniphernalia)  

 Heater case, facing forwards, between ports  

 

Speedo - could be black, red or green. However on my 73 and 75 the 

knob points downwards behind the dash so 'clockwise' is a matter of 
interpretation, and doesn't need to be pushed, just turned. It seems that some 
North American (at least) types do have to be pushed up then turned to have the 
desired effect. It seems that their late-model speedos (79-80?) had a push-button 
reset on the face. 
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 Heater motor, top  

 Rocker cover - 18V engines to 1979  

 Container for replaceable oil filter element  

 Round washer bottle  

 SU fuel pump  

 Bonnet slam-panel, Mk2 on chrome bumper?  

 1970 on chrome bumper?  

 Rubber bumper replacing the previous two?  

 

Rocker cover - carb side, black screen-printed plate to 65, 
sticker as here 66 to 72 

 

Rocker cover - plug side, plate up to 66, sticker 67 to 72 
(Moss Europe) 
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 V8 radiator  

There are very many more for North American spec, mainly concerned with their emissions and car ID requirements.  

Wipers - MkI Roadster, single-speed, square bodied motor 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Notes: 
1. The green at the motor is needed for running and parking, the earth at the motor for parking only. 
2. One source indicates that this system is also used for their MkI GT single-speed round-bodied motor  

Wipers - MkI GT single-speed, round-bodied motor 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Diagram and notes corrected May 2008 following information gratefully received from Niels Hansen. 
Notes: 
1. This shows the later parking arrangement, but I have received information from another source that their 67 GT single-speed round-
bodied motor uses the earlier parking arrangement. 
2. The black at the motor is used for parking only, the green at the motor is used for running and parking. 
3. Earth/ground at the manual switch is connected to red/light-green for running. 
4. Earth/ground from the motor via the park switch, black/green, manual switch, and red/light-green to the motor is for parking. 

 

Clausager shows this label on the battery cover of a 1980 
roadster. Apparently a UK car, I could expect it on a North 
American model with factory electronic ignition, less so an 
RHD model with points. (British Wiring) 
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5. The roadster main harness is used with the green, black and black/green wires at the manual switch. At the motor an adapter harness is 
used with a 4-pin plug for the motor, with short green, black and black/green tails terminated with male spades to connect to the main 
harness at the motor, and a long red/light-green tail with a female spade to connect to the manual switch. Niels's photo of this adapter 
harness is shown below  

  

Wipers - Early two-speed, square-bodied motor 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

  

Notes: 
1. The green at the motor is needed for running and parking, the earth at the motor for parking only. 
2. The black/green is used for 'slow' speed, the light-green for 'fast' speed.  

Wipers - Later two-speed, round-bodied motor 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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Notes: 
1. The black at the motor is used for both running and parking, the green at the motor is used for parking only. 
2. Red/light-green is 'slow' speed, blue/light-green is used for 'fast' speed, brown/light-green is used for parking. 
3. For 1971 models until the end of chrome-bumper production and all V8s the wipers (and heater fan and electric screen washer) were 
powered from the accessories circuit via an in-line fuse under the fusebox. This has a white/green wire from the ignition switch and a 
green/pink to the wiper switch and motor. 
4. 1978 and later UK models cars have two sub-divisions of the green circuit with their own in-line 35 amp fuses under the fusebox. Both 
are supplied by the white/brown (ignition relay) circuit and one feeds the heated rear window, indicators, heater fan and tach, the other 
feeds the electric cooling fan. Which leaves the original green circuit fuse (2nd one up in the four-way fuse block) feeding things like 
reverse lights, stop lights, washers, wipers, and circuits associated with the seat belt warning lamp and time delay buzzer.  

Later parking system (2-speed round motor) Logical representation 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 

The above diagrams show the later (round) 2-speed motor. I have received information from one source indicating that the rare 67 GT 
single speed round body motor has the later parking arrangement, and from another source that theirs has the earlier. You have been 
warned!  

The above diagrams show a logical representation of the manual switch, in practice the physical arrangement of contact switching is quite 
different as follows, this is the 'switched off but not yet parked' situation:  

Early toggle switches have pins 1, 3, 5 and 7 connected together internally and 
brought out to spade terminals which are unused. 

Wipers running at slow speed. 12v from Green through manual switch then via 
Red/Light-green to motor. Motor parking switch is disconnected.

Wipers running at fast speed. 12v from Green through manual switch then via 
Blue/Light-green to motor. Motor parking switch is disconnected.

Wipers switched off but not yet parked. 12v from Green through motor parking 
switch, from motor to manual switch on Brown/Light-green, through manual 
switch (off) then to slow-speed winding of motor on Red/Light-green.

When the wipers reach the park position the motor park switch changes over 
and connects an earth via the Brown/Light-green, the manual switch (off), 
Red/Light-green to the slow-speed winding, effectively shorting it out and 
rapidly stopping any residual movement of the wipers. The wipers are now 
switched off and parked. 
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In the off position contacts 2 (park, brown/light-green) and 6 (slow, red/light-
green) are connected together to allow parking. 
In the slow position contacts 4 (12v, green) and 6 (red/light-green) are connected together. 
And in the fast position contacts 4 (12v, green) and 8 (blue/light-green) are connected together.  

The rocker switch has internal connections that are not brought out to spade terminals. 
In the off position contacts 5 (park, brown/light-green) and 4 (slow, red/light-green) are connected together to allow parking. 
In the slow position contacts 2 (12v, green/pink) and 4 (red/light-green) are connected together. 
And in the fast position contacts 2 (12v, green/pink) and 1 (blue/light-green) are connected together.  

For the column switch in the off position the brown/light-green (park) and red/light-green (slow) wires are connected together. In the slow 
position the red/light-green and green (12v) wires are connected together, and in the fast position the green (12v) and blue/light-green wires 
are connected together. All of which the toggle/rocker switch does as well, but in a more complex fashion.  

Internal arrangement of the two-speed wiper toggle switch:  

  

The park wire (brown/light-green) is connected to terminal 2. 
The 12v supply wire (green, green/pink from 1971) is connected to terminal 4. 
The slow-speed wire (red/light-green) is connected to terminal 6. 
The fast-speed wire (blue/light-green) is connected to terminal 8.  

And the rocker switch:  

  

The park wire (brown/light-green) is connected to terminal 5. 
The 12v supply wire (green/pink) is connected to terminal 2. 
The slow-speed wire (red/light-green) is connected to terminal 4. 
The fast-speed wire (blue/light-green) is connected to terminal 1.  

MkI GTs only have one speed, but other than not having a fast-speed to terminal 8 the rest of the connections are the same. 
MkI roadsters only use terminals 1 (internally connected to 3) and 4.  

MkI cars use an earth as the supply wire, 12v going to the motor. 
Mk2 cars use 12v as the supply wire, earth going to the motor. 
However Mk1 GTs, and all MkIIs, have both earth and 12v at the motor because of the park system used on those cars.  

To update single-speed systems to two-speed a visibly compatible toggle switch seems to be available from Holden Vintage & Classic. 
Note that this switch can also be used for lighting, and two-speed heater fans. Especially note that it is cheaper than the recommended 
lighting switch! Also note that the two-speed switches Bruce Cunha got from both Moss US and Victoria British are not suitable as they do 
not offer the park function required by the two-speed motor.  

Internal arrangement of the column switch:  
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The moving portion of the switch has a brass roller (arrowed) that bridges adjacent pairs of contacts in each of the parked, slow and fast 
positions. The switch is shown in the parked position bridging the Park and Slow contacts. The switch is shown in the RHD orientation, 
rotate the image 180 degrees for LHD.  

Flick-wipe:  

  

Basically the same switch, but the stalk is allowed to move down past the Off position. There is also a wire spring wrapped around the stalk 
pivot, with two arms to make the flick-wipe connection.  

With the switch in the Off, Slow or Fast positions both wire spring arms A and B are resting against the 12v contact.  

But with the stalk pulled down past the Off position, the roller moves away from the Slow contact to break the connection between the Park 
and Slow contacts, then cam C passes spring arm A and moves spring arm B away from the 12v contact and onto the Slow contact. With 
spring arm A still on the 12v contact the motor is powered at its slow speed while the stalk is held down. When the stalk is released spring 
pressure returns it to the Off position, with both spring arms resting against the 12v contact. The roller reconnects the Park and Slow 
contacts, and the motor parks as normal.  

Faulty switches:  
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Switches from a number of sources have been assembled incorrectly as shown by the asterisks above: The stalk is above the pivot instead of 
below, the cam to operate the spring fingers is also pointing upwards instead of down, and the wire spring fingers are around the second 
contact down instead of the third. At the time of writing Moss, Brown & Gammons and Midland Sports and Classics are correct in that the 
stalks are below the pivots as can be seen here:  

  

Whereas (again at the time of writing) these (Leacy, ANG and Auto Electrical Supplies) are all incorrect as the stalk is above the pivot:  

  

You can see by the logos on the stalk end that it is not a case of these switches needing to be installed on the other side of the column, or 
being operated in the other direction. Another thing to note is that all the correct items have a cover over the contacts on the side facing the 
driver, whereas the incorrect items do not. The upshot is that the stalk has to be moved in the opposite direction to that expected, and that 
indicated by the logos.  

September 2019:  

The above Leacy, Moss and Brown & Gammons and Auto Electrical Supplies 
links are currently all showing the stalk above the pivot i.e. incorrect, only MS&C 
are showing it below (ANG Classic Car Parts are not currently showing it). They 
all quote the same part number, all show the same logo showing the stalk should 
be lifted for speeds 1 and 2 and depressed from the off position for flick-wipe. 
(Moss)  

Flick/intermittent wipe 

Hover over a wire to confirm the colour 
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How to wire it for a two-speed motor: With the standard wiring the motor when parked is putting out a earth on the brown/light-green 
which goes through the standard switch in the off position and back to the motor low-speed winding on the red/light-green. This earth must 
be disconnected before 12v can be connected to the low-speed winding to start a single sweep or you will blow the green-circuit fuse. 
Remove the brown/light-green from the existing switch and connect it to the 'normally closed' contact of the new switch or relay, which 
needs to be of the single-pole, double-throw (SPDT) type. The 'common' contact of the new switch or relay goes to the existing switch 
where the brown/light-green was removed from, in the above diagram with a yellow-light-green. The green circuit is extended to the 
'normally open' contact of the new switch or relay.  

If you can't get a SPDT non-latching switch you can wire a green to a normally open (SPST) push-button which will operate a relay with 
the SPDT contacts when the button is pushed, which then controls the wipers.  

On cars with the wiper switch on the dash the changes can be made with extender wires and piggy-back connectors making removal simple 
and the cars standard wiring is not altered in any way. If you have the wiper control on the column stalk you will need to cut the red/light 
green and splice two new wires in to the 'common' and the 'normally open' contacts of the new switch or relay. Make sure you get them 
round the right way, incorrect wiring will blow the green fuse.  

How it works: The new contact effectively disconnects the earth from the motor park switch whenever the main switch is off and the 
wipers are parked, and replaces it with 12v to start the motor. As soon as the wipers move from the parked position the earth from the park-
switch is replaced by 12v, which means that when the flick-wipe/intermittent contact is released, if the wipers are still away from the park 
position, they continue to run until they have completed the normal parking sequence. If you hold the flick-wipe switch down the wipers 
run continuously until you release it, after which they will park normally.  

You could interrupt the red/light-green slow-speed wire from the manual switch to the motor and disconnect the park switch earth that way, 
but the beauty of the above when used with an intermittent wiper control with it's own switch, you can immediately override the 
intermittent circuit by turning on the main wiper switch. If the red/light-green had been interrupted, unless you turn the intermittent circuit 
off as well as turn the main switch on, every time the intermittent circuit triggers it will cause the wipers to stutter on the screen. (Note this 
does not apply to the Smartscreen intermittent wiper control as the main wiper switch is used to control that anyway).  

Note that the story with the Mk1 GT is very confused. It could have the same system as the Mk1 roadster, a 2-speed motor using the same 
park system as the single-speed, a single-speed motor with the later parking system, or even the same motor and park system as the Mk2 
cars. Whilst the third variation - single-speed motor with the later parking system could in theory use the above circuit, the polarities in the 
circuit may be reversed i.e. the park switch puts out an earth to run the wipers back to the parked position, then stops the motor with 12v. In 
that case instead of 12v being connected to the normally-open contact of the SPDT switch or relay, it must be an earth or the motor will not 
run. You will need to identify the park wire, and test it while the wipers are parking to see if it starts off with 12v and finishes with an earth 
as in the above circuit, or the other way round.  

Finally if you have bought an after-market intermittent wipe system, study its instructions and diagrams carefully. Not all of them may be 
suitable for each type of motor and park system.  

Wiper Motor Park Switch  

Single-speed  Mk1 GT 2-speed  Mk2 2-speed    

Single-speed:  

Connection from motor to insulated parking arc arrowed. With this type of motor if the cover screws are slackened the domed part can 
be rotated 180 to allow the wipers to park on the other side: 
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A - the parking arc, insulated from the case. B - the earthed wiper that bears on the arc and goes round with the large gear. When it reaches 
the cut-out in the arc the motor is disconnected, and spins down to a halt:  

 

Mk1 GT:  

Connector block and park switch screwed to the case: 
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Spades on top ...  

 

... park switch contacts underneath ...  
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... which rub on a park switch 'commutator' on the main gear wheel. The large gear rotates anti-clockwise. Black/green to the park 
contact on the manual switch rides on the continuous section at A. With the manual switch off black (earth) runs on the outer section 
to keep the motor running until point B. The earth is then disconnected from the motor, but inertia causes it to continue to run whilst 
slowing down, until the green wire (12v) contacts at C, which causes the motor to stop dead. This is all from information received 
rather than my own examination, but the information goes on to say that when the manual switch is operated again, black reconnects 
at D, which would mean that earth and 12v would be connected together until E when the green is disconnected, which doesn't seem 
right as that should blow the fuse:  

 

Mk2 2-Speed:  

Although there was only one motor there could be two different types of park switch based on the suffix letter on the motor - this is a 
B suffix (note the correct Lucas number for the motor is 75652). The 'PARK' and the arrow shows that when parked the rack will be 
pushed fully out of the motor, turning the pinions to move the blades to the right as seen from the driving seat: (Andy Tilney) 
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A and B suffixes had a screw-on park switch 37H 2734. Several Mini parts suppliers list and show this switch whereas none of the 
MG suppliers seem to: Images from http://minipassion.auto-blog.fr and http://www.datch.fr  

 

The Parts Catalogue indicates that suffix D had a different switch, but this motor with a 72 date code on my 73 roadster has an F 
suffix, so it seems that anything with D or later probably uses the later switch. Same 'PARK' and arrow:  

 

The later switch is a clip-on 37H 6784 as here. Slide the whole connector block/park switch assembly in the direction of the arrow to 
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remove it from the motor casing:  

 

However many suppliers show a picture of the clip-on type under the screw-on type part number, so you need to be careful when 
buying a replacement. Somerford Mini do seem to list the screw-on type correctly, and as the two images above also come from Mini 
sites they may be your best option for replacement. Another view of the clip-on type showing the three spades for the motor brush 
wiring:  

 

Showing the 'innards' - the park switch and its connections to the connector block and motor wiring spades. When the motor reaches 
the park position the cam pushes the peg in to move the park connection from the 12v connection to the earth connection:  
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The harness plug:  

 

On this type of motor if the large gear is removed the park cam can be moved round to the other side: (Ben Colomb)  
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Wiper Electrical Diagnosis  

For normal speed, connect +12v to pin 5 and earth to pin 1. An ammeter in circuit should show about 2 amps.  

  

For fast speed (2-speed wipers only) connect +12v to pin 3 and earth to pin 1. An ammeter in circuit should show about 4 amps.  
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To park the motor connect +12v to pin 5 and earth to pin 4. To park the motor it must first be moved away from its parked position by 
connecting 12v and earth as for the normal and fast tests. An ammeter in circuit should show about 2 amps.  

  

Wiper Parking  

Showing the furthest extent of the blades from the parked position - totally inadequate for clearing the view in front of the driver if they 
parked on the passenger side i.e. it were a LHD. GTs always seem to have parked on the drivers side, having a 115 degree sweep angle 
before 1969, and 115 degrees after:  
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Ditto for my 73 roadster, which always had a 105 degrees sweep angle:  

  

The taller GT screen needs a longer arm and blade, but to avoid going off the sides the spindles are closer together. This also has the effect 
of reducing the unswept area in the middle. North American safety regulations required the addition of a third blade in the middle which 
also reduced the unswept area on the roadster from the start of the 1969 model year, the Jaguar E-type was similarly afflicted. These 1971 
(left) and 1977 examples from Clausager also show them parking in front of the passenger:  

  

Parked positions - the 1964 from Clausager:  

  

My 73 roadster. I remember choosing to increase the 'kink' at the top of the arm to make the blades lie flat across the bottom of the screen, 
as it came to me they were more like the 64 from Clausager above:  
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My 75 V8 - came to me lying flat against the bottom of the screen:  

  

LHD Production V8  

For completeness the LHD production V8s. Interestingly David Knowles in "MG V8 - 21 years on" indicates that only three of the seven 
cars produced were sent to America. All returned, and all seven were located in Switzerland, Holland and Germany when the book was 
produced in 1994. All pictures from the book.  

The first pre-production car (and so the first ever MGB GT V8), GD2D2-100G. There was one other LHD pre-production V8 - GD2D2-
98G, owned by Lyle York in the USA in 1994. Pre-production cars counted downwards from 100, production cars from 101 upwards.  
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"The first and the last" pictured together at the 1992 MG Car Club Silverstone weekend. However it is this registration number that is given 
in David Knowles book, not the one above.  

  

Car No. 101  

  

Car No. 102  
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Car No. 109  

  

Car No. 110  
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An oddity this. HUD577N was built as a RHD pre-production car No. 97, and is still RHD, but has left-parking wipers for some reason. 
Better visibility for the driver when they are not being used? How about when they are being used? Who knows?  

  

Wiper Motor  

First thing is to remove the U-strap securing the motor. There should be a plastic/rubber sleeve between the strap and motor, and a metal 
backing-plate behind the motor, with a rubber insert between the plate and motor.  
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This allows you to orientate the motor to be able to remove the harness plug from the motor for electrical tests (but be aware that 12v on a 
meter from an unplugged connector could still have bad connections further back that will prevent the motor running) and also makes 
access to the four gearbox cover screws easier. Remove these to expose the gears and 'con-rod' that connects the large gear crank-pin to the 
end of the rack.  
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If you lift the blades off the glass, turn the wiper switch on, then turn the ignition on and off while watching the crank pin, you can position 
it to be lower down and so easier to access.  

  

The con-rod is secured with a circlip to the large gear crank-pin, lever this off and remove the washer and con-rod. The pin on the rack-end 
of the con-rod just pushes into a hole in the end of the rack cable. Note there should be a larger shim under the con-rod on the crank pin.  
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The rack and its tubing can now be lifted out of the gearbox casing and the motor unit removed from the car. Unless you are going to be 
working inside the gearbox it is a good idea to refit the cover to stop the grease going everywhere. Remove the two long bolts from the 
back of the motor and separate the motor from the gearbox carefully, to expose the brushes. Note the slow-speed brushes (red and blue 
wires) are diametrically opposed to each other and the fast-speed brush (yellow wire) is offset, and has a narrower running surface. The 
blue brush is the earth connection common to both speeds, 12v being switched between the red and yellow brushes to change speeds.  

  

Note also how the wires connect to the connector block.  
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'14W' is the motor type. 'Park' and the direction of the arrow shows where the crank pin parks, in this case closest to the rack. Despite being 
what appears to be the original motor (manufactured week 13 of 1975) and having done over 200k miles ...  

  

... the commutator shows no apparent wear.  
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No need to undercut the insulation between the segments, I just ran the tip of a craft knife through the slots carefully to clean them out and 
polished the commutator.  

  

Bee's was exactly the same - just needed a clean and a knife blade run through the slots to clean them out - this is the 'before'.  
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I also pulled the rotor out of the casing (which requires quite a bit of force to overcome the magnetic attraction so make sure you have a 
good hold on it), cleaned the surfaces of it and the magnets on the inside of the case, and lubricated the felt bush at the bottom of the 
bearing in the motor case with light oil. When reinserting the rotor the magnets will pull it to one side, but it isn't too difficult to lever it 
against the magnets to get the end of the shaft aligned with and inserted into the bearing. Make sure the rotor rotates smoothly, although 
because there is no support for the top of the shaft at this point this is easier said than done, but possible. It will bind if the rotor is tilted 
over so that one side of it is up against a magnet, but should rotate easily if you can get a relatively equal clearance between rotor and 
magnets all the way round.  

Vee's old (top) and new brush assemblies. Plenty of 'meat' on the slow and particularly the earth brushes (they may not be original), 
although most of the narrow section of the fast brush has gone, more from mechanical wear than electrical as I rarely have had to use fast 
speed. The brushes were still close enough to stop the end of the commutator fitting straight back in, but only just, and so not much spring-
pressure to make a good electrical contact. Note there is no curve on the face of the new brushes. Remove the old and fit the new brush 
assemblies, being careful to get the wires on the correct spades of the connector. The blue wire runs in a slot inside the gearbox, make sure 
it sits in the slot and doesn't get trapped between the brush assembly and the casing. The grommet needs careful work with a screwdriver to 
work it into the slot in the gearbox casing before attaching the motor.  

  

Bee's old (left) and new brush assemblies, if anything worn more than Vee's. Interestingly neither Vee's nor Bee's brush set had grommet, 
but both new ones did. However it was only when reviewing this picture that I realised something else. Whilst the brush material itself is 
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considerably longer on the unworn new item, the springs aren't pushing the back of the brushes anywhere near as far out as the old springs 
are. So unless they work out as they are used, only a small amount of wear will need to take place before these stop working properly as 
well. Looking at Vees above that is similar, but not as pronounced.  

  

When fitting the new brush set make sure the blue wire is positioned between the screw boss and the side of the gearbox casing, and doesn't 
get trapped. It's the earth wire so shouldn't cause an electrical problem, but it will affect the alignment of the brushes.  

  

Reassembling the motor to the gearbox. Hold the gearbox so the motor is uppermost and pointing vertically downwards, such that the end 
of the comm is pressing lightly on the sides of the brushes. Use a screwdriver to pull the slow or earth speed brush back against its spring, 
the end of the wire where it sticks through the crimp and is soldered is convenient for this. Because the new brushes have flat ends and not 
curved they have to be pulled back further than is first apparent. This will allow the comm to drop a little bit further past the pulled-back 
brush, which when released should now rest on the surface of the comm at its very end. If it doesn't try doing the other brush first. When 
one is located do the other main brush, and finally the fast-speed brush. You should now be able to carefully push the motor and gearbox 
together. Make sure all three brushes are resting on the cylindrical surface of the comm and are not trapped by its end before applying 
pressure.  
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Twist the motor body so the bolt holes in the motor and gearbox casing line up - you may have to pull the two apart a little way to do this 
(but not so far as to release the brushes!) - and insert the motor casing screws. Note the alignment marks on the gearbox and motor casings.  

  

At this point it is absolutely vital to test the motor before final reassembly to the rack. This can either be done on the bench with flying 
leads, or by plugging the harness connector into the motor whilst supporting the motor in the footwell. The former is preferable, as I shall 
show. I used flying leads and immediately noticed that the motor didn't move, but I was getting lots of arcing as I tapped the leads on the 
motor spades. This immediately told me there was electrical continuity through the motor (there wasn't before I replaced the brushes) but 
something was preventing the motor spinning. If I had plugged the harness into the motor in the footwell I wouldn't have seen this, wouldn't 
have known whether the problem was electrical or mechanical, but the arcing and high current would have been occurring at the switch 
contacts which would be bad news for them. After quite a bit of fiddling about I discovered that as long as the motor bolts were slack it 
would run, but as soon as I started tightening either of them it would slow and as I tightened further would stall. One of the bolts had a 
greater effect on this than the other, which told me something was out of alignment. I tried rotating the motor casing 180 degrees relative to 
the gearbox but it was just the same. After a lot more fiddling, dismantling, inspection and reassembly, including slackening the large screw 
in the gearbox casing that supports the screwed end of the motor spindle, I discovered that by wedging a thin washer in one specific part of 
the casing the motor would run at full speed even when the motor bolts were fully tight. This needed quite a bit of experimentation with one 
or more washers around the periphery (I only inserted them adjacent to the lugs on the gearbox casing that protrude down into the motor 
casing to avoid the risk of them falling inside) before I landed on the best arrangement. Why this should be I don't know, maybe I have 
disturbed something. If I get any further problems with the motor then I think I shall have to replace the whole thing, but it's worth a try 
first, even at the risk of being called a DPO.  
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Finally I taped round the join between the motor and gearbox to seal the gap where the washer was, plugged the motor into the harness and 
tested again using the column switches, and reassembled to the rack, which is the reverse of removal but a lot more of a fiddle! With 
everything back together and a bit of water on the glass it doesn't seem much faster than before (but at least they run!), but then the glass 
wasn't as wet as it normally would be when using the wipers, the engine wasn't running so the system voltage was a couple of volts down, 
and because the new brushes are square-ended instead of being curved there is only a small contact area at the moment. Subsequently I used 
a watering can with rose to sprinkle water at the top of the screen while I tried the wipers at slow and fast speeds with the engine running at 
a fast idle, and they ran fine. It seemed to me they were faster than before, so maybe there had previously been an incipient binding that was 
slowing the motor a bit, which my opening it up worsened, but the washer has compensated for.  

Testing Bee's motor I found exactly the same problem I had had with Vee's new brush set and that was the motor binding and running very 
slowly. Slackening the motor screws and tilting its case slightly freed the motor up, again exactly as before. This time determined to try and 
find the cause, I removed the motor case, refitted the old brush set, and refitted the motor, and it ran perfectly. Several times I had the motor 
off and on with both new and old brush sets and it always ran correctly with the old set, and always ran slowly with the new. The only point 
of contact between the brush set and the armature is between the brushes and the commutator, so there is no way they can be causing it 
when tilting the motor 'cures' it. It can't be the upper bearing in the gearbox casting as that is spherical externally in a spring mount so 
orientates itself to match the spindle. And it isn't the large screw in the gearbox casing that bears on the end of the armature spindle as I 
slackened that to give a clearance and it made no difference, and there is a nylon bush between the two anyway. It's a mystery, so again I 
resort to a washer inserted to create a gap on one side, i.e. tilting the motor relative to the gearbox. I reinstall everything, but may well 
investigate further when time and no imminent runs allow.  
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Wiper Blades  

With no sideways pressure the tip should point directly at the glass:  

  

But when wiping across to the left the tip should lean right over and lie flat on the glass, which leaves a microscopic lubricating layer that 
dries instantly, sweeping everything else away:  

  

Ditto on the return. If the tip is not pointing directly at the glass when there is no sideways pressure then one sweep will lean less than the 
other, and may judder:  
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The refills should be able to slide back and fore in the pivoting carriers on the arm so they can curve to fit any screen:  

  

Vee's parked touch the glass for the whole length except for the very end (arrowed):  

  

And in the centre of their sweep lie flat and straight against the glass:  
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Smartscreen - what lies inside  

 

  

Following an enquiry from someone who was investigating the possibilites of making their own version, but couldn't read the lettering on 
the IC top right, I found the original high-res image and it is '12C508' which is an 8-bit CMOS Microcontroller, loads of hits on Google.  

  

1962 - 1964, All Markets 
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Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white none

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
headlamp flasher switch 
cigar lighter 
dynamo control box

brown/green none
dynamo 
control box

brown/yellow none
dynamo 
control box 
ignition warning light

green green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
indicator flasher 
heater fan switch 
wiper motor 
fuel gauge

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/brown green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers

light-green/blue green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flasher repeater

light-green/brown green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/purple green
indicator flasher 
indicator repeater lamps

light-green/yellow green
indicator switch 
left indicator repeater lamp

purple purple
fusebox 
horns

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

red none

main lighting switch 
rear/parking lights 
panel lights dimmer 
map light switch

red/green none
map light switch 
map light

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
coil SW 
fuel pump 
overdrive relay 
overdrive manual switch

white/black none
coil CB 
distributor

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter solenoid

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive relay 
overdrive vacuum switch

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid
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1964 - 1967, All Markets 

yellow/red none
overdrive vacuum switch 
overdrive relay 
overdrive gearbox switch

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white none

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
headlamp flasher switch 
cigar lighter 
dynamo control box

brown/green none
dynamo 
control box

brown/yellow none
dynamo 
control box 
ignition warning light

green green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
indicator flasher 
heater fan switch 
wiper motor 
voltage stabiliser 
reverse light switch

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/brown 1 green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

green/brown 2 green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers

light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

light-green/blue green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flasher repeater

light-green/brown green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

light-green/purple green
indicator flasher 
indicator repeater lamps

light-green/yellow green
indicator switch 
left indicator repeater lamp

purple purple
fusebox 
horns

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

red none

main lighting switch 
rear/parking lights 
panel lights dimmer 
map light switch

red/green none
map light switch 
map light

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

ignition switch 
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1968 model year, UK 

white none

ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (12v) 
via tachometer pick-up to coil SW 
fuel pump 
overdrive relay 
overdrive manual switch 
heated rear window fuse

white/black none
coil CB 
distributor

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter solenoid

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive relay 
overdrive vacuum switch

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive vacuum switch 
overdrive relay 
overdrive gearbox switch

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/green
HRW in-
line

HRW in-line fuse 
HRW switch

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white none

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
headlamp flasher switch 
alternator external regulator 
cigar lighter

brown/black none
alternator external regulator 
ignition warning light

brown/green none
alternator 
external regulator

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
external regulator

green green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
indicator flasher 
heater fan switch 
tachometer (12v) 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
voltage stabiliser 
reverse light switch

green/black 1 green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/black 2
HRW in-
line

HRW switch 
HRW 
HRW warning light

green/brown 1 green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

green/brown 2 green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater
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1968 model year, North America 

light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

light-
green/brown

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/green

green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple
fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white purple
door switches 
courtesy light

red 1 none

main lighting switch 
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for front, 
one for rear) 
panel lights dimmer 
map light switch

red 2 red 1
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for front, 
one for rear) 
rear/parking lights

red/green none
map light switch 
map light

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch 
HRW in-line fuse

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter solenoid (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch (part way) 
overdrive gearbox switch

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white purple
brake pressure test switch and failure lamp 
brake pressure failure switch

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple 
(flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
headlamp flasher switch 
cigar lighter 
dynamo control box

brown 2
hazards in-
line

hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/black none
alternator external regulator 
ignition warning light
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brown/green none
alternator 
external regulator

brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
external regulator

green 1 green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
heater fan switch 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer (12v) 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
screen washer motor 
brake light switch

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-
line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-
line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 
1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/brown 
2

hazards in-
line

hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green

voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge 
oil pressure gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white purple
door switches 
courtesy light

red 1 none

main lighting switch 
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for 
front, one for rear) 
panel lights switch 
map light switch

red 2 red 1
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for 
front, one for rear) 
rear/parking lights

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
map light switch 
map light

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights switch 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
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1969 model year, UK 

fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch 
HRW in-line fuse

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 HRW in-line
HRW in-line fuse 
HRW switch

white/black 3 HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown green
oil pressure transmitter 
oil pressure gauge

white/green purple
purple connector 
cigar lighter

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter solenoid (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/green
HRW in-
line

HRW in-line fuse 
HRW switch

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white none

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
headlamp flasher switch 
alternator (2)

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
indicator flasher 
heater fan switch 
tachometer (12v) 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
voltage stabiliser 
reverse light switch

green/black 1 green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/black 2
HRW in-
line

HRW switch 
HRW 
HRW warning light

green/brown 1 green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

green/brown 2 green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater
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1969 model year, North America 

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

light-
green/brown

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/green

green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple
fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

red 1 none

main lighting switch 
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for front, 
one for rear) 
panel lights dimmer 
map light switch

red 2 red 1
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for front, 
one for rear) 
rear/parking lights

red/green none
map light switch 
map light

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch 
HRW in-line fuse

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter solenoid (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple 
(flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
alternator (2) 
hazards in-line fuse

brown 2
hazards in-
line

hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher
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brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
heater fan switch 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer (12v) 
oil pressure gauge 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
screen washer motor

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-
line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-
line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 
1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/brown 
2

hazards in-
line

hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

light-green/purple
hazards in-
line

hazard switch 
hazards warning light

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

red 1 none

main lighting switch 
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for 
front, one for rear) 
panel lights switch 
map light switch

red 2 red 1
rear/parking lights in-line fuses (one for 
front, one for rear) 
rear/parking lights

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
map light switch 
map light

red/white none
panel lights dimmer switch 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch 
HRW in-line fuse
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1970 model year, UK 

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 HRW in-line
HRW in-line fuse 
HRW switch

white/black 3 HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown green
oil pressure transmitter 
oil pressure gauge

white/green 1 purple
purple connector 
cigar lighter

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter solenoid (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple 1 none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/green HRW in-line
HRW in-line fuse 
HRW switch

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple 
(flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
starter relay 
main lighting switch 
alternator (2)

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
indicator flasher 
heater fan switch 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer (12v) 
indicator flasher 
reverse light switch

green/black 1 green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/black 2 HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW 
HRW warning light

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan
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1970 model year, North America 

light-
green/brown

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/green

green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
headlamp flasher switch 
courtesy light

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white purple
door switches 
courtesy light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/green none

main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer 
map light switch

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/purple none
map light switch 
map light

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch 
heated rear window fuse

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch 
side-marker lights

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple 
(flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay

brown 2
hazards in-
line

hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher
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brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
heater fan switch 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
oil pressure gauge 
tachometer (12v) 
voltage stabiliser 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
screen washer motor

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-
line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-
line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 
1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/brown 
2

hazards in-
line

hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

light-green/purple
hazards in-
line

hazard switch 
hazards warning light

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter connector 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher 
ignition key warning door switch

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer door switch 
ignition key buzzer

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none

main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights switch 
map light switch

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/purple none
map light switch 
map light

red/white none
panel lights switch 
panel lights

ignition switch 
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1971 model year, UK 

white 1 none

ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch 
heated rear window fuse

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 HRW in-line
HRW in-line fuse 
HRW switch

white/black 3 HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown 1 green
oil pressure transmitter 
oil pressure gauge

white/brown 2 none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green 1 purple
purple connector 
cigar lighter

white/green 2 none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse or connector

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
alternator (2) 
starter relay

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
indicator flasher 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer (12v) 
reverse light switch 
HRW switch

green/black 1 green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/black 2 HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW 
HRW warning light

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
heater fan switch 
cigar lighter
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1971 model year, North America 

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-
green/brown

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/green

green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
map light 
courtesy light or map light 
headlamp flasher 
boot/loadspace light

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light or map light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/loadspace switch 
boot/loadspace light

red 2 red 2
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW warning light 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse or connector

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch 
side markers

blue/light-green green wiper switch 
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wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
ignition relay 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
brake light switch 
heater fan 
wiper motor 
voltage stabiliser 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
screen washer motor 
HRW switch 
oil pressure gauge 
tachometer (12v)

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-
line

accessories in-line fuse 
screen washer motor 
wiper motor 
heater fan switch 
wiper switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 
1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/brown 
2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

light-green/purple hazards in-line
hazards switch 
hazards warning light

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter connector 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher 
boot/loadspace light 
ignition key warning door switch

purple/black purple
horn switch 
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1972 model year, UK 

horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer 
ignition key buzzer door switch

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/loadspace switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown 1 green
oil pressure transmitter 
oil pressure gauge

white/brown 2 none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green 1 purple
purple connector 
cigar lighter

white/green 2 none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red 1 none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-
green

green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
alternator 
starter relay

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light
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green green

fusebox 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer 12v 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch 
indicator flasher 
HRW switch

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-
line fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-
green/brown

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/green

green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
boot/loadspace light 
headlamp flasher 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/loadspace switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse or connector

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)
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1972 model year, North America, without seat-belt warning 

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch 
side markers

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or  
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
tachometer 12v 
voltage stabiliser 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
screen washer motor 
HRW switch

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
screen washer pump 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-
green/brown 1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/brown 2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

light-
hazards in-line

hazards switch 
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1972 model year, North America, with seat-belt warning 

green/purple hazards warning light

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher 
boot/loadspace light 
ignition key warning door switch

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer 
ignition key buzzer door switch

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/loadspace switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams
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brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
ignition relay 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/red green

passenger seat switch 
driver seat-belt buckle switch 
seat-belt diode 
seat-belt warning light

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer 12v 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
seat-belt gearbox switch 
HRW switch

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
screen washer pump 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-
green/brown 1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/brown 2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

light-
green/orange

green
passenger seat-belt buckle switch 
passenger seat switch

light-green/white green
gearbox seat-belt warning switch 
seat-belt buckle switches

light-
green/purple

hazards in-line
hazards switch 
hazards warning light

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher 
boot/loadspace light 
ignition key warning door switch

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple ignition key buzzer 
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1973 model year, UK 

ignition key buzzer door switch

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer 
ignition key buzzer door switch 
seat-belt diode

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking/side marker lights (one 
fuse per side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
tachometer (signal 1) 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white 2 none
tachometer (signal 2) 
coil +ve

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor

white/black green
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown none

solenoid (V8 toe-board stud) 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
alternator (2) 
starter relay

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green green

fusebox 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer 12v 
brake light switch 
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1973 model year, North America 

reverse light switch 
indicator flasher 
HRW switch

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-
green/brown 1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
boot/loadspace light 
headlamp flasher 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
coil +ve 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)
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Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
ignition relay 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch (2) 
starter relay

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/red green

passenger seat switch 
driver seat-belt buckle switch 
seat-belt diode 
seat-belt warning light

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
tachometer 12v 
voltage stabiliser 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
gearbox seat-belt switch 
HRW switch

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
screen washer pump 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-
green/brown 1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/brown 2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge
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1974 model year (chrome bumper), UK 

light-
green/orange

green
passenger seat-belt buckle switch 
passenger seat switch

light-
green/purple

hazards in-line
hazards switch 
hazards warning light

light-green/white green
gearbox seat-belt warning switch 
seat-belt buckle switches

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher 
boot/loadspace light 
ignition key warning door switch

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer 
ignition key buzzer door switch 
seat-belt diode

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking/side marker lights (one 
fuse per side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

slate none
ignition switch 
anti-runon valve in-line fuse

slate/purple
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve in-line fuse 
anti-runon valve

slate/yellow
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve 
oil pressure switch

white none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
coil +ve 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay (via park/neutral switch 
automatics only)

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed
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blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
alternator (2) 
starter relay 
hazards in-line fuse

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer 12v 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch

green 2 green
hazards switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red green
indicator-signal switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white green
indicator-signal switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/brown 
1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-green/brown 
1

green
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
boot/loadspace light 
headlamp flasher 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per 
side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
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1974 model year (chrome bumper), North America 

white none

fusebox 
coil +ve 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red none
ignition switch 
starter relay

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-
way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-
way)

Colour Fuse Components

black none earth

black/white 1 purple
brake pressure test switch 
brake pressure failure switch

black/white 2 purple
brake pressure failure switch 
brake pressure failure lamp

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay 
sequential seat-belt system in-line 
fuse

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/purple

sequential 
seat-belt 
system 
in-line fuse

ignition key buzzer 
seat switches 
sequential seat-belt unit 
seat-belt warning light

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer 12v 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch 
hazard flasher switch 
sequential seat-belt unit 
screen washer motor 
HRW switch 
gearbox seat-belt switch

green 2 green
hazard switch 
indicator flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender
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green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/pink
accessories in-line 
fuse

accessories in-line fuse 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
screen washer pump 
heater fan switch

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

indicator-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-
green/brown 1

green
indicator flasher 
indicator switch

light-
green/brown 2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

light-
green/purple

hazards in-line
hazards switch 
hazards warning light

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
brake pressure fail lamp 
headlamp flasher 
boot/loadspace light

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer door switch 
ignition key buzzer 
sequential seat-belt unit

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer door switch

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking/side marker lights (one 
fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

slate none
ignition switch 
anti-runon valve in-line fuse

slate/purple
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve in-line fuse 
anti-runon valve

slate/yellow
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve 
oil pressure switch

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
coil +ve 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

HRW switch 
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1974 1/2 (rubber bumper) - 1976 model years, UK 

white/black 2 green
HRW warning lamp 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories in-line fuse

white/red none
ignition switch 
sequential seat-belt unit

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch

yellow/blue green
sequential seat-belt unit 
drivers seat switch

yellow/brown green
sequential seat-belt unit 
drivers seat-belt buckle switch

yellow/green green
sequential seat-belt unit 
passenger seat switch

yellow/orange green
sequential seat-belt unit 
gearbox seat-belt warning switch

yellow/pink green
sequential seat-belt unit 
starter relay

yellow/purple green
sequential seat-belt unit 
seat-belt warning light

yellow/white green
sequential seat-belt unit 
passenger seat-belt buckle switch

Colour Fuse Components

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
ignition switch 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
alternator (2) 
starter relay 
hazards in-line fuse

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
wiper switch 
wiper motor 
HRW switch 
hazards switch 
voltage stabiliser 
tachometer 12v 
heater fan switch 
screen washer pump 
brake lights switch 
reverse lights switch

green 2 green
hazards switch 
turn flasher

green 3 green
HRW switch 
HRW relay

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
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1974 1/2 (rubber bumper) - 1976 model years, North America 

left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 1 green
turn flasher 
turn switch

light-green/brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
HRW relay 
horns 
boot/loadspace light 
headlamp flasher 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/brown HRW in-line
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
coil ballast resistor 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 purple
HRW relay 
HRW

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories connector

white/light-green none
coil ballast resistor 
coil +ve 
starter solenoid

white/red 1 none
ignition switch 
starter relay

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

yellow/purple none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/red none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch (part-way)

Colour Fuse Components

black 2 none
45DM4 distributor 
45DM4 distributor amplifier

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green wiper switch 
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wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
reverse lamp switch 
screen washer pump 
stop lamp switch 
brake pressure failure switch 
induction manifold heater 
wiper motor 
service interval counter 
wiper motor switch 
voltage stabiliser 
hazards switch 
tachometer 12v 
heater fan switch 
handbrake switch 
seat-belt warning lamp 
HRW switch

green 2 green
hazard switch 
turn flasher

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/orange green

brake pressure failure switch 
brake diode 
handbrake switch 
handbrake warning light

green/pink
none or 
green

service interval diode 
service interval counter 
service interval warning lamp

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan motor

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-
green/brown 1

green
turn flasher 
turn switch

light-
green/brown 2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
boot/loadspace light 
cigar lighter 
headlamp flasher 
time-delay unit 
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1977 model year, UK 

courtesy light

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer door switch 
time-delay unit

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer door switch

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/loadspace switch 
boot light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking/side marker lights (one 
fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

slate none
ignition switch 
anti-runon valve in-line fuse

slate/purple
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve in-line fuse 
anti-runon valve

slate/yellow
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve 
oil pressure switch

white 1 none

ignition switch 
ignition warning light 
fusebox 
45DE4 distributor resistor 
45DE4 distributor 
coil ballast resistor 
inertia cut-off switch 
overdrive manual switch

white 2 none
inertia cut-off switch 
fuel pump 
overdrive manual switch

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp 
HRW

white/blue none
45DE4 distributor resistor 
45DE4 distributor

white/brown none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories connector

white/light-green none
coil ballast resistor 
coil +ve 
starter solenoid

white/red none

ignition switch 
starter relay 
brake diode 
service interval diode 
time delay unit

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch

yellow/brown purple
drivers seat-belt buckle switch 
time delay unit

yellow/purple 1 none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/purple 2 purple
time delay unit 
seat-belt warning light

yellow/red none
45DM4 distributor 
45DM4 distributor amplifier

Colour Fuse Components

black/green cooling fan in-line
cooling fan switch 
cooling fan
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blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
fusebox 
ignition relay 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay 
hazards in-line fuse

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
handbrake switch 
seat-belt warning light 
voltage stabiliser 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
hazards switch 
heater fan switch 
tachometer 12v 
HRW switch 
screen washer motor

green 2 green
hazard switch 
turn flasher

green 3 cooling fan in-line
cooling fan in-line fuse 
cooling fan switch

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp gauge sender 
temp gauge

green/brown 1 green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/brown 2 green
heater fan switch 
heater fan fast speed

green/orange green
handbrake switch 
handbrake warning light 
handbrake diode

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan slow speed

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 1 green
turn flasher 
turn switch

light-green/brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horns 
boot/loadspace light 
headlamp flasher 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
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1977 model year on, North America 

clock 
time delay unit

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light manual switch 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none
ignition switch 
ignition relay

white 2 none
ignition relay (part way) 
fuel pump

white 3 none
ignition relay (part way) 
ignition warning lamp

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp 
HRW

white/brown 1 none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

white/brown 2 none

ignition relay 
fusebox 
cooling fan in-line fuse 
coil ballast resistor 
fuel pump (part way) 
overdrive manual switch 
ignition warning light (part way)

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories connector

white/light-green none
coil ballast resistor 
coil +ve 
starter solenoid

white/red none

ignition switch 
starter relay 
time delay unit 
handbrake diode

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch

yellow/brown green
drivers seat-belt buckle switch 
time delay unit

yellow/purple 1 none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/purple 2 green
time delay unit 
seat-belt warning light

Colour Fuse Components

black 2 none
45DM4 distributor 
45DM4 distributor amplifier

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
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brown 1 none

hazards in-line fuse 
fusebox 
ignition relay 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-
green

green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/white none
starter relay 
starter solenoid

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
reverse lamp switch 
screen washer pump 
stop lamp switch 
brake pressure failure switch 
induction manifold heater 
wiper motor 
service interval counter 
wiper motor switch 
voltage stabiliser 
hazards switch 
tachometer 
heater fan switch 
handbrake switch 
seat-belt warning lamp

green 2 green
hazard switch 
turn flasher

green 3 cooling fan in-line
cooling fan in-line fuse 
cooling fan switch

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp transmitter 
temp gauge

green/brown 1 green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/brown 2 green
heater fan switch 
heater fan fast speed

green/orange green

brake pressure failure switch 
brake diode 
handbrake switch 
handbrake warning light

green/pink
none or 
green

service interval diode 
service interval counter 
service interval warning lamp

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan slow speed

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-
green/brown 1

green
turn flasher 
turn switch

light-
green/brown 2

hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green
voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
temp gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horn switch 
boot light 
cigar lighter 
headlamp flasher 
time-delay unit 
clock 
courtesy light
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1978 model year on, UK 

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/green purple
ignition key buzzer door switch 
time-delay unit

purple/pink purple
ignition switch 
ignition key buzzer door switch

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot switch 
boot light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking/side marker lights (one 
fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

slate none
ignition switch 
anti-runon valve in-line fuse

slate/purple
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve in-line fuse 
anti-runon valve

slate/yellow
anti-runon valve in-
line fuse

anti-runon valve 
oil pressure switch

white 1 none

ignition switch 
inertia cut-off switch 
ignition warning light 
ignition relay

white 2 none
inertia cut-off switch 
fuel pump 
overdrive gearbox switch (part way)

white 3 none

ignition relay (part way) 
coil ballast resistor 
45DE4 distributor 
45DE4 distributor resistor

white/black none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/blue none
45DE4 distributor resistor 
45DE4 distributor

white/brown 1 none

ignition relay 
fusebox 
45DE4 distributor resistor (part way) 
45DE4 distributor (part way) 
coil ballast resistor 
cooling fans in-line fuse

white/brown 2 none
inertia cut-off switch (part way) 
overdrive gearbox switch

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories connector

white/light-green none
coil ballast resistor 
coil +ve 
starter solenoid

white/red none

ignition switch 
starter relay 
brake diode 
service interval diode 
time delay unit

yellow none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive manual switch 
TCSA vacuum solenoid (part way)

yellow/black none
TCSA gearbox switch (part way) 
TCSA vacuum solenoid

yellow/brown purple
drivers seat-belt buckle switch 
time delay unit

yellow/purple 1 none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/purple 2 purple
time delay unit 
seat-belt warning light

yellow/red none
45DM4 distributor 
45DM4 distributor amplifier
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Colour Fuse Components

black/green cooling fan in-line
cooling fan switch 
cooling fan

blue none
main lighting switch 
dipswitch

blue/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'fast' speed

blue/red none
dipswitch 
headlamp dipped beams

blue/white
none or 
purple (flasher)

dipswitch 
headlamp flasher switch 
'main beam' warning light 
headlamp main beams

brown 1 none

solenoid 
alternator (2) 
fusebox 
ignition relay 
main lighting switch 
ignition switch 
starter relay 
hazards in-line fuse

brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards in-line fuse 
hazard flasher

brown/light-green green
wiper manual switch 
wiper motor park switch

brown/yellow none
alternator 
ignition warning light

green 1 green

fusebox 
handbrake switch 
seat-belt warning light 
voltage stabiliser 
wiper motor 
wiper switch 
brake light switch 
reverse light switch 
screen washer motor

green 2 green 1
hazard switch 
turn flasher

green 3 cooling fan in-line
cooling fan in-line fuse 
cooling fan switch

green 4 green 4

green 4 in-line fuse 
hazards switch 
heater fan switch 
tachometer 12v 
HRW switch

green/black green
fuel gauge 
fuel tank sender

green/blue green
temp gauge sender 
temp gauge

green/brown 1 green
reverse lights switch 
reverse lights

green/brown 2 green
heater fan switch 
heater fan fast speed

green/orange green
handbrake diode 
handbrake switch 
handbrake warning light

green/purple green
brake light switch 
brake lights

green/red
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
left-side flashers 
left-side flasher repeater

green/white
green or  
hazards in-line

turn-signal switch 
hazard switch 
right-side flashers 
right-side flasher repeater

green/yellow green
heater fan switch 
heater fan slow speed

light-green/black green
screen washer switch 
screen washer pump

light-green/brown 1 green
turn flasher 
turn switch

light-green/brown 2 hazards in-line
hazards flasher 
hazards switch

light-green/green green voltage stabiliser 
fuel gauge 
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Wiring and Fusing - BS-AU7 Colour Codes  

In the United Kingdom the British Standard BS-AU7 determines colour coding of automobile wiring. Lucas use a 7 colour set in which 
plain colours - purple, green, blue, red, white, brown and green are supplemented by a further group using a base colour with a thin line 

trace of a different colour. Note that these are BS-AU7 colours, the MGB has some departures from this, indicated thus [ ].  

temp gauge

purple purple

fusebox 
horn switch 
boot/loadspace light 
headlamp flasher 
courtesy light 
cigar lighter 
clock 
time delay unit

purple/black purple
horn switch 
horns

purple/white 1 purple
door switches 
courtesy light manual switch 
courtesy light

purple/white 2 purple
boot/hatch switch 
boot/loadspace light

red red
fusebox 
rear/parking lights (one fuse per side)

red/green none
main lighting switch 
fusebox 
panel lights dimmer

red/light-green green
wiper switch 
wiper motor 'normal' speed

red/white none
panel lights dimmer 
panel lights

white 1 none
ignition switch 
ignition relay 
coil ballast resistor (part way)

white 2 none
ignition relay (part way) 
fuel pump

white 3 none
ignition relay (part way) 
ignition warning lamp

white/black 1 none
coil -ve 
distributor 
tachometer (signal)

white/black 2 green
HRW switch 
HRW warning lamp 
HRW

white/brown 1 none

ignition relay 
fusebox 
fuel pump (part way) 
overdrive manual switch 
cooling fan in-line fuse 
ignition warning light (part way)

white/brown 2 none
ignition switch (part way) 
coil ballast resistor 
green 4 in-line fuse

white/green none
ignition switch 
accessories connector

white/light-green none
coil ballast resistor 
coil +ve 
starter solenoid

white/red 1 none

ignition switch 
starter relay winding 
time delay unit 
handbrake diode

white/red 2 none
starter relay contact 
starter solenoid

yellow none
overdrive manual switch 
overdrive gearbox switch

yellow/brown green
drivers seat-belt buckle switch 
time delay unit

yellow/purple 1 none
overdrive gearbox switch 
overdrive solenoid

yellow/purple 2 green
time delay unit 
seat-belt warning light

Brown main battery feed, unfused
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Handbooks are usually printed in black and white only, so the cable colours are identified by a lettering code, such as:  

Other colours are used, according to equipment specifications:  

When a wire has a base colour and a second trace colour the code is two letters, for example: WG = White with green tracer, RLG = Red 
with a Light Green tracer:  

Purple auxiliary devices not fed via the ignition switch, e.g. horn, interior light, fused

White base colour for ignition circuits, unfused

Green feeds to auxiliary devices controlled by the ignition switch, e.g. wipers, flashers, etc., 
fused

Red sidelights (parking lights), rear lights, instrument lights [and later American side-marker 
lights. Cars with the 4-fuse fusebox have red/green as the unfused colour to the 
instrument light rheostat or switch and the side/parking light fuses, fused red wires to the 
light units

Blue with white trace main beam headlamp, with red trace - dipped beam headlamp [plain 
blue is used from the main lighting switch to the dip-switch and to early American side-
marker lights]

Black earth (ground) connections

N Brown P Purple W White G Green R Red U Blue B Black

S Slate LG Light-Green O Orange Y Yellow K Pink

Main Tracer Destination

Black  All earth connections

Black Blue Tachometer generator to tachometer

Black Brown Tachometer generator to tachometer

Black Green Screenwiper switch to screenwiper (single speed) relay to radiator fan 
motor

Black L. Green Vacuum brake switch to warning light and/or buzzer

Black Orange Radiator fan motor to thermal switch

Black Pink  

Black Purple  

Black Red Electric speedometer

Black Slate  

Black White Brake fluid level warning light to switch and handbrake switch

Black Yellow Electric speedometer

Blue  Lighting switch (head) to dipper switch

Blue Black  

Blue Brown  

Blue Green  

Blue L. Green Screenwiper motor to switch

Blue Orange  

Blue Pink Headlamp dip beam fuse to left hand headlamp when independently 
fused)

Blue Purple  

Blue Red Dipper switch to headlamp dip beam. Headlamp dip beam fuse to right-
hand headlamp (when independently fused)

Blue Slate Headlamp main beam fuse to left hand headlamp or inboard headlamps 
(when independently used)

Blue White Dipper switch to main beam (subsidiary circuit headlamp flasher relay to 
headlamp). Headlamp main beam fuse to right-hand headlamp (when 
independently fused). Headlamp main beam fuse to outboard headlamps 
(when outboard headlamps independently fused). Dipper switch to main 
beam warning light

Blue Yellow Long range driving switch to lamp.

Brown  Main battery feed

Brown Black Alternator warning light, negative side

Brown Blue Control box (compensated voltage control only) to ignition and ignition 
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switch, e.g. wipers, flashers, etc lighting switch (feed)

Brown Green Dynamo 'F' to control box 'F', Alternator field 'F' to control box 'F'

Brown L. Green Screenwiper motor to switch

Brown Orange  

Brown Pink  

Brown Purple Alternator regulator feed

Brown Red Compression ignition starting aid to switch. Main battery feed to double 
pole ignition switch (ac alt. system)

Brown Slate  

Brown White Ammeter to control box. Ammeter to main alternator terminal

Brown Yellow Dynamo 'D' to control box 'D' and ignition warning light. Alternator neutral 
point

Green  Accessories fused via ignition switch (subsidiary circuit fuse A4 to hazard 
switch (terminal 6)) 

Green Black Fuel gauge to fuel tank unit or changeover switch

Green Blue Water temperature gauge to temperature unit

Green Brown Reverse lamp to switch

Green L. Green Hazard flasher unit to hazard pilot lamp

Green Orange Low fuel level warning light

Green Pink Choke solenoid to choke switch (when fused)

Green Purple Stop lamps to stop lamp switch

Green Red Left-hand flasher lamps

Green Slate Heater motor to switch (or to fast)(on 2-speed motor)

Green White Right-hand flasher lamps

Green Yellow Heater motor to switch, single speed (or to 'slow' on two-speed motor)

L. Green  Instrument voltage stabilizer to instruments

L. Green Black Screen jet switch to screen jet motor

L. Green Blue Flasher switch to left-hand flasher warning light

L. Green Brown Flasher switch to flasher unit 'L'

L. Green Green  

L. Green Orange  

L. Green Pink Flasher unit 'L' to emergency switch (simultaneous flashing)

L. Green Purple Flasher unit 'F' to flasher warning light

L. Green Red Fuel tank changeover switch to right-hand tank unit

L. Green Slate Fuel tank changeover switch to left-hand tank unit

L. Green White  

L. Green Yellow Flasher switch to right-hand flasher warning light

Purple  Accessories fused direct from battery

Purple Black Horn or horn relay to horn push

Purple Blue  

Purple Brown Horn fuse to horn relay (when horn is fused separately)

Purple Green  

Purple L. Green  

Purple Orange Aerial lift motor switch DOWN

Purple Pink  

Purple Red Boot light switch to boot light

Purple Slate Aerial lift motor to switch UP

Purple White Interior light to switch (subsidiary circuit door safety lights to switch)

Purple Yellow Horn to horn relay

Red  Side and tail lamp feed

Red Black Parking switch to left-hand side lamp

Red Blue  

Red Brown Variable intensity panel lights (when used in addition to normal panel 
lights)

Red Green Lighting switch to side and tail lamp fuse (when fused)

Red L. Green Screenwiper motor to switch
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Main Wiring Harness 

Showing the main harness coming across the firewall behind the wiper motor and wiper gearbox, before looping back down and through a 
clip mounted below the wiper gearbox the RHD (image from Richard Coombs).  

Red Orange Parking light switch to right-hand sidelamp

Red Pink  

Red Purple Map light switch to map light

Red Slate  

Red White Panel light switch to panel lights

Red Yellow Fog lamp switch to fog lamp

Slate  Window lift

Slate Black Window lift

Slate Blue Window lift

Slate Brown Window lift

Slate Green Window lift

Slate L. Green Window lift

Slate Orange Window lift

Slate Pink Window lift

Slate Purple Window lift

Slate Red Window lift

Slate White Window lift

Slate Yellow Window lift

White  Ignition control circuit (unfused) (ignition switch to ballast resistor)

White Black Ignition coil CB to distributor contact breaker. Rear heated window to 
switch or fuse TAC ignition

White Blue Choke switch to choke solenoid (unfused). Rear heater fuse unit to switch. 
Electronic ignition TAC ignition unit to resistance.

White Brown Oil pressure switch to warning light or gauge

White Green Fuel pump No. 2 or left-hand to change-over switch

White L. Green Screenwiper motor to switch

White Orange Hazard warning feed (to switch)

White Pink Radio from ignition switch

White Purple Fuel pump No. 1 or right-hand to change-over switch

White Red Solenoid starter switch to starter push or inhibitor switch

White Slate Tachometer to ignition coil

White Yellow Starter inhibitor switch to starter push. Ballast resistor to coil. Starter 
solenoid to coil

Yellow  Overdrive

Yellow Black  

Yellow Blue Overdrive

Yellow Brown Overdrive

Yellow Green Overdrive

Yellow L. Green Screenwiper motor to switch

Yellow Orange  

Yellow Pink  

Yellow Purple Overdrive

Yellow Red Overdrive

Yellow Slate  

Yellow White  
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However mine seems to pass through the clip twice - once on its way towards the left, then again after it is looped round and comes back to 
the right.  

  

Whilst I had the dash off when I repainted the car I'm pretty sure I didn't disturb the routing of the main harness.  

  

There is just too much additional wiring behind the dash of the V8 to get anything remotely useful, this 1980 I rewired is a bit clearer.  
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Brake Balance and Handbrake Warning 

North America 1968    North America 1969-75    North America 1976-on    UK 1977-on     

North America 1968 A simple circuit where the manual test switch merely tests the bulb and the 12v supply to it.  

  

North America 1969-75 A more comprehensive circuit that tests all the wiring to and from the balance switch and bulb, only the switch 
itself is untested.  

  

North America 1976-on A completely different approach. No manual test switch, the balance switch now only lights the handbrake 
warning lamp, and only when the ignition is on. The handbrake switch lights the same lamp, and for some reason the (USA) powers that be 

decided that the lamp should also be illuminated while cranking, even though the handbrake will almost certainly be on anyway! Not 
unreasonable for automatics perhaps, when one has used Park rather than the handbrake, but not relevant to MGBs by that time. The wiring 

to and from the balance switch isn't tested at all, one wonders why they bothered, especially when if the diode fails short-circuit it causes 
the starter to crank continuously! (In which case drop the handbrake ...)  
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UK 1977-on According to the schematics all this system does is light the handbrake warning lamp when the handbrake is on or when 
cranking with it off (even though the handbrake is likely to be on and illuminating it anyway while cranking). No brake imbalance switch is 

shown, so completely pointless, especially as it has the same problem when the diode fails short-circuit and causes the starter to crank 
continuously as above. However the lack of brake balance switch seems to be an omission in the schematics as several cars checked do 

have the switch and wiring, making it the same as for North America, so the switch has been included here.  

  

What happens when the test diode goes short-circuit? As soon as you turn on the ignition, power goes from the white circuit (1) through the 
fusebox to the green circuit (2). With the handbrake on it passes through the handbrake switch onto the green/orange circuit (3), and with a 
short-circuit diode onto the white/red circuit (4) to operate the starter relay, which connects 12v to the white/brown solenoid circuit (5) to 

start cranking immediately.  

  

The real problem comes when turning off the ignition - the starter keep cranking! Once the ignition switch has operated the starter relay 12v 
is sent to the solenoid (5). With this operated 12v is sent on the white/green circuit to the coil +ve (6), and backwards through the ballast 

resistor to the fusebox (7, 8), even though the ignition switch is off by this time. 12v on the white/brown at the fusebox passes through the 
fuse onto the green circuit to the handbrake switch (9), which is normally closed when cranking i.e. handbrake pulled up, and on the 

green/orange to the diode (10). With the diode short-circuit 12v flows backwards through it onto the white/red and thence to the starter 
relay (11), which keeps it operated and keeps the starter cranking. Hence dropping the handbrake is the only way of stopping it cranking 

short of pulling the wires off the starter relay or disconnecting the battery.  
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Warning light test diode showing the male connector for the white/red wire ...  

  

... and the recessed female connector for the green/orange wires.  
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